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Kochi Industrial Promotion Center is a Public Interest Incorporated 
Foundation established for the purpose of promoting the development 
of industries in “Kochi Prefecture” and at the same time contributing to 
actualization of vigorous regional economy by performing projects for 
supporting actualization of local industries comprehensively with 
goodness and strengths leveraged. 

With a view to achieving further development of the industry, we in 
Kochi Prefecture established “Kochi Industrial Promotion Plan”, the 
total plan for economical actualization, in 2009 and have been working 
currently on further strengthening the activities of local production for 
external trade having been tackled up to the present as the third-term 
plan to connect this process to desirable cycles of more powerful 
“reproduction on an enlarged scale”. 
 
Among those activities, overseas development of enterprises in Kochi 
occupies an important position, and we in this center also have been 
promoting support on a full scale to overseas expansion of prominent 
products and technologies of enterprises in Kochi since last year. 

This catalogue has been created for the purpose of introducing the 
overview of Kochi Prefecture and representative products of 
Monozukuri (meaning Manufactuing)enterprises therein to overseas 
markets. 

It is my strong hope that you will read this catalogue to deepen your 
understanding of Kochi Monozukuri products.

　Kochi Prefecture is broadly facing the Paci�c Ocean where the Kuroshio Current 
washing the coast. �e region is also blessed with the beautiful and a�uent assets �om 
the nature with the super-clear streams of the waters represented by Shimanto-river and 
Niyodo-river, and the very deep green mountains in the north.  

　�e rich nature of Kochi is also an abundant repository of �esh foodstu�s, so “Kochi’s 
Cuisine” is the big pleasure for the tourists.  In fact, the nationwide survey of the major 
travel agency have repeatedly selected Kochi to be the “Best Choice” in terms of serving 
many delicious foods special to the local area. 

　�e unique history and the cultural climate of Kochi have produced a large 
number of predecessors like Ryoma Sakamoto, the leading spirits of the Meiji 
Restoration at the end of Edo Shogunate. 

　At this point of time until the end of 2018, the special exhibition called 
“Bakumatsu-Ishin Haku” is held here in Kochi, the good opportunity to search 
and explore the very close involvement of this region behind the dawn of 
Japan’s new era.  

　In summary, the �ee and dynamic character of 
Kochi has brought up broad-minded prefectural 
nature. �e wisdom and the ability of Tosa people 
with full of ideas have generated a variety of 

well-considered unique agricultural products as well as industrial 
technologies. Lastly but not least, the region has been and will continue 
developing the local unique cultural events, “Yosakoi-Festival” for example 
of great individuality.  
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New Industry
　In Kochi Prefecture, there are many good raw materials and excellent human resources 
that can boast in the world as well as many companies possessing the advanced 
technology. 
　In Kochi Prefecture where we have been exposed to typhoons, tsunamis, damage from 
landslide sediment disasters, etc., we are making the best use of the know-how therefor 
and promoting the “Disaster-Prevention Industry” for civil engineering and machinery, 
stockpile products, etc. that are to play active roles in the pre-disaster, in-disaster and 
disaster-restoration fields etc. to fight against disasters and transmitting them both 
domestically and to the world. It is an industrial field particular to the Tosa people who 
are full of ideas in turning weakness into a strength. 
　Further, the products for new applications are being developed one after another as 
evolution of the technology for the traditional Tosa handmade paper, among 
manufacturers of which for example is a company holding globally a large market share 
for a separator (insulating paper) for condensers. 
　In addition, technologies and products in various fields in Kochi, for example, of the 
companies developing agricultural machines by further advancing the technology for 
Tosa forged cutlery or those developing metal processing machines are being exported 
also to overseas markets broadly.

Traditional Industry
　In Kochi Prefecture, the Japanese traditional paper “Tosa Washi” and the dried bonito 
“Katsuo Bushi” utilizing the regional raw materials and also the technologies and products 
in the agriculture, forestry and fisheries fields that use countryside, mountain and marine 
resources have been created since ancient times. Further, under the severe conditions 
with many steep terrains, the civil engineering technologies for post-disaster restoration 
have been developed. 
　Original ideas and ingenuity are added to them through the efforts of people concerned 
to result in birth of new products and technologies still now.

　It is said that the history of forged cutlery started 
at the late Tensho period　(in the 1590s). At present, 
Kochi is known as one of the most popular cutlery 
manufacturing areas of Japan with the fact that 
there are some products with the 60% market share 
in Japan among the cutting tools for forest. And also, 
for example, kitchen knives and outdoor use knives 
are highly evaluated and conveniently used in 
Japanese restaurants and in outdoor fields in Europe 
and U.S.A.

Tosa forged cutlery

　Boasting a history of one thousand years, the Tosa 
Washi paper was protected as a major special 
product of the Tosa Domain and enjoyed its 
prosperity as a traditional local industry in the Paper 
Kingdom Tosa during the Edo Period. In recent 
years, it is highly evaluated both in Japan and abroad 
as the cultural assets repair material with the 
records that it is not only used for usual “Shodo” 
calligraphy or for a framing tool “Hyogu”, but also 
for repair of artistic collections in the    Louvre and 
other museums 

Tosa Washi paper

MONOZUKURI IN KOCHI PREFECTURE

GIKEN LTD. Hirose Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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TOSA TENGUJOSHI（ULTRA THIN MACHINMADE WASHI PAPER）

WET-LAID NON-WOVEN FABRIC

“WASEAL” TO BE ATTACHED ONTO GLASS

PAPER WASTE

PEDESTAL FLOATING CRANE

IMPLANT BELL CAP BRIDGE

CONCRETE PUMP 160-40-8

CONCRETE GLAZED AND BAKED PRODUCT（CERAMICS）

MARINE CRANE

SEAVISION SV-NAVI

TABLE TYPE COOKING STOVE “SMART ROCKET”

TWIN DIES PELLETIZER “RYUZOUKUN”

CUTTER & MIXER-KUN

TURBULENCE AIR CLEANER TB502

ELECTROLYZED HYPOCHLOROUS ACID WATER GENERATOR KOWA CLEAN 25

"MOKUNEN" WOOD PELLET HEATING SYSTEM

FREON AND GLOBAL WARMING GAS DECOMPOSING EQUIPMENT

PELLETIZER, THE LIGNEOUS PELLET MANUFACTURING DEVICE

ECOZONE

“NANDEMO NORUZO”（HEAVY STAFF LOADABLE）

Inoue Calcium Corporation

LAMINATED BAMBOO

RELEASE JIG SPINDLE

ONE-PIECE ULTIMATE CUTTING BOARD

WOOD-WOOL（“MOKUMEN”）

（SAKON+） SAKON PLUS

URUOI KAZOKU（MEANING “MOISTURE FAMILY”）

BABY FUTON COMFORTER SET

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

INTRODUCTION OF KOCHI PREFECTURE

MONOZUKURI IN KOCHI PREFECTURE

INDEX

■Disaster Prevention Product

　Aqua Design System Co., Ltd.

　OSASI Technos Inc.

　Kochi Marutaka Co., Ltd.

　Sky Denshi Co., Ltd.

　ts-seal Co., Ltd.

　Nishinomiya Sangyo Co., Ltd.

　FROM HEART Co., Ltd.

■INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND COMPONENTS

　UJIDEN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY Co., Ltd.

　Sakamoto Giken Co., Ltd.

　Chuo-Seiki Co., Ltd.

　TOSADENSHI LTD.

　Miroku Machine Tool, INC.

　YAMASAKI GIKEN CO., LTD.

　Yamamoto Precious Metal Co., Ltd.

　RYOCO SEIKI CO., LTD.

　Wada Kikai Co., Ltd..

■FOOD MACHINERY

　Kawakubo Factory Co., Ltd.

　Sunworld Kawamura Co., Ltd.

■AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

　Sasaoka Corporation

　Wanazokun Sales Division, Daiei Zousen

　Taiyo Co., Ltd.

　Tosanoki Co., Ltd.

■Fishery Machinery

　Izui Iron Works Co., Ltd.

　Sansai Co., Ltd.

　Sanwaseishi Co., Ltd.

　Shinwa Giken Co., Ltd.

　Chikazawa Paper Co., Ltd.

　NIPPON KODOSHI CORPORATION

　HAYASHI CO., LTD.

　HIDAKA WASHI CO., LTD.

　Hirose Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd.

　Morisa Co., Ltd.

　Wako Paper Co., Ltd

■CIVIL ENGINEERING MACHINERY

　SKK Corporation

　GIKEN LTD.

　SYMTEC CO., LTD.

　Tamtec Co., Ltd.

　TSUKASA Corporation

　Pacific Software Development Co., Ltd.

■ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIOMASS MACHINERY

　Ono Stove

　KAKIUCHI Co., Ltd.

　Kariya-tekkou Co., Ltd.

　KANKYO Co., Ltd.

　KOWATEC CO., LTD.

　Soai Co., Ltd.

　DAIOH-SHINYO Co., Ltd. Environment Division

　Tosatech Co., Ltd.

　TOSA TOYO Co., Ltd.

■Other Products

　Ikegawa Mokuzai Kogyo Co., Ltd.

　Inoue Calcium Corporation

　FCON CO., LTD.

　COSUMO KOBO CO., LTD.

　Deepers Factory corporation.

　TOSARYU CO., LTD.

　Toda-shoko Co., Ltd.

　Toyokuni Co., Ltd.

　HOKIYAMA CUTLERY Co., Ltd.

　Matsuda Pharmaceuticals CO., LTD.

　HEART JAPAN CO., LTD.

MEMO

OFFICE

A SERIES OF LARGE NC GUN DRILL MACHINES JUMBO-1500/2000,
MHG-1000/1200/1500NC

MASS FLOW CONTROLLER（GAS MASS FLOW MEASURING AND CONTROLLING
DEVICE）“1000 SERIES” AND CONTROL POWER SUPPLY “PAO1PS”

TOSA OUTDOOR SWORD MACHETE 120 BLUE SUPER STEEL POLISH,
WITH A CHECKERED STAINLESS-STEEL GUARD

MODEL SND-7D FULL-AUTOMATIC FACE MASK（COSMETIC）
MANUFACTURING LINE

REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANE WATER PURIFYING DEVICE
“SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA” AND “SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA DIESEL”

■PAPERMAKING AND
　PAPER PROCESSING MACHINERY
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DATA
Self-Traveling Sea Aqua
Size:  1,880㎜(W)x1,160㎜(H)x650㎜(D) 
Water generating performance:
Max. 720ℓ/h (for freshwater)
Max. 360ℓ/h (for seawater)
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered 
Product
Self-Traveling Sea Aqua Diesel
Size:  1,900㎜(W)x1,470㎜(H)x740㎜(D) 
Water generating performance:
Max. 900ℓ/h (for freshwater)
Max. 540ℓ/h (for seawater)
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered 
Product

Water purifying device movable to the water source

REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANE WATER PURIFYING DEVICE
“SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA” AND “SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA DIESEL”

DESCRIPTION

▪Possible to secure drinking water conforming to the Water Supply 
Act from the seawater, brackish water or freshwater. 

▪Self-traveling Sea Aqua can secure drinking water for 8,640 
persons a day at the maximum from a gasoline engine, 
three-phase 200V or LP gas.  

▪Self-traveling Sea Aqua Diesel is operated with the diesel engine 
(using light oil or kerosene) and can secure drinking water for 
10,800 persons a day at the maximum. 

▪Both models can purify water at any water source because of 
self-travelling types with Caterpillars.

SALES RECORD

Municipal governments (Kochi Prefecture, 
Kochi-shi, Susaki-shi, Shimanto-cho, Geisei Village, 
Tano-cho, Kuroshio-cho, Yusuhara-cho, Muroto-shi 
and Tahara-shi of Aichi Prefecture) ; National Kochi 
University; Mitani Corporation; Asahi Calpis 
Beverage Co., Ltd.; IHI Shibaura Machinery 
Corporation; Republic of Haiti; Kingdom of 
Cambodia; Republic of the Philippines; etc.

●Aqua Design System Co., Ltd.
◎2-6-56-203, Takasu, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8104, Japan　◎Phone　+81-84-927-9997　◎FAX　+81-84-927-9998
◎URL　http://www.aqua-d-system.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@aqua-d-system.jp

Self-Traveling
Sea Aqua

Self-Traveling
Sea Aqua Diesel

DATA

Patent granted (Patent No. 5431540)
Certified Product in the Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Certification 
System

Contributing to disaster prevention monitoring for sudden squalls, floods of rivers, landside sediment disasters, etc.

INTERNET WATER LEVEL GAUGE AND RAIN GAUGE ITC-01/ITC-02/ITC-21

DESCRIPTION

The ITC series products are the data loggers for remote monitoring that can 
check the status of constantly changing water level or the amount of rainfall 
in real time, which can grasp the sign of a disaster by a sudden heavy rain 
etc. to take prompt measures. 
▪Real-time information from one second at the shortest may be confirmed at 
any time and at any place with an iPhone in hand etc. 

▪As a WEB server is built in, the initial implementation cost and the running 
cost may be reduced, and therefore, it is possible to implement 
establishment of more observation points in local disaster prevention, for the 
rainfall amount of course and also for the water level, flooding, etc. of a river 
or a reservoir, at a small amount of budget.

▪Those products are full of alarm functions: distribution of warning mails, 
　interval automatic switching for the ordinary and vigilance times, ability of 
setting 5-step alarms, etc.

SALES RECORD

Municipalities in Kochi, Ehime, Chiba, Shizuoka, Nagano, Toyama and 
Kumamoto Prefectures. 
Wakayama University, Weathernews Inc., LandArt Inc., Actio Corporation, etc.
※As of the end of June, 2016

●OSASI Technos Inc.
◎65-3 Hongucho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0945, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-850-0535　◎FAX　+81-88-850-0530
◎URL　http://www.osasi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@osasi.co.jp

DATA

Specifications for Self-propellable Assembled Boat
▪Small vessel registration
▪Float:  4-divided  9.0mx2.5mx1.5m
▪Mounted heavy machine:  Backhoe 0.5㎥ and 　
　Crane 2.9t
▪Speed:  5 knots (15㎞/h)
▪Engine:  Equipped with two 66PS

Workvessel, 4-divided float assembling type, capable of self-navigating at the water depth of 60cm

SELF-PROPELLABLE ASSEMBLED BOAT

DESCRIPTION

Self-propellable Assembled Boat that exhibits its power for 
restoration at the time of disaster can be assembled within a short 
time of one hour, and therefore, restoration works such as 
life-saving and debris removal can be started immediately. 
Equipped with two 66PS engines that are excellent in turning as a 
workvessel, it has a small turning circle and moves smoothly. As it is 
self-propellable without a load if the water depth is 60cm at the 
minimum, it can cope with dredging works etc. in a shallow place. 
Further, it can perform works at a low spatial location where a 
normal workvessel cannot go in. The total weight of floats is 46t and 
may be loaded with a crane truck, a backhoe, an attachment to a 
heavy machine, etc. All of carrying, moving and engineering works 
can be handled by one workvessel.

SALES RECORD

▪In Japan: Construction- and 
disaster-prevention-related institutions

▪Abroad:  Having advanced to Asian markets 
such as China and Indonesia.

●Kochi Marutaka Co., Ltd. 
◎28-2 Azouno-minamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0014, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-845-1510　◎FAX　+81-88-846-2641
◎URL　http://www.ko-marutaka.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　marutaka@ceres.ocn.ne.jp

DATA

Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention-Related Certified Product

Hybrid electricity generation from wind and solar light for securing more electric power

DISASTER EVACUATION GUIDE LIGHT（SKY HV STREET LIGHT）

DESCRIPTION

Even when ordinary street lights do not function any longer due to 
cutting off of system power supply at the time of disaster, this product will 
make it possible to keep the LED light ON for one week without charging 
as an independently-powered evacuation guide light. 
It is an evacuation guide light (a street light) with both controls to enable 
maximum utilization of performance of the power generator and to enable 
the solar panels to convert 88% or more to electric power at the time of 
the maximum electricity generation.  
This is a secure system with the panels produced by a reliable domestic 
solar-panel manufacturer employed and equipped with deep cycle 
batteries having the achievement of continuous use of 7 years or longer. 
It is possible to be equipped with 100VAC and the USB power source for 
charging a cellular phone etc. as options.

SALES RECORD

5 units at Kleingarten Shimanto and 3 units at Okitsu, Shimanto-cho
1 unit at the Seto Photovoltaic Power Plant
14 units at Tosa-cho

●Sky Denshi Co., Ltd.
◎1380-56 Higashi-oonaro, Shimanto-cho, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 786-0027, Japan　◎Phone　+81-880-22-3993
◎FAX　+81-880-22-2332　◎URL　http://sky-denshi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info＠sky-denshi.co.jp
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DATA
Self-Traveling Sea Aqua
Size:  1,880㎜(W)x1,160㎜(H)x650㎜(D) 
Water generating performance:
Max. 720ℓ/h (for freshwater)
Max. 360ℓ/h (for seawater)
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered 
Product
Self-Traveling Sea Aqua Diesel
Size:  1,900㎜(W)x1,470㎜(H)x740㎜(D) 
Water generating performance:
Max. 900ℓ/h (for freshwater)
Max. 540ℓ/h (for seawater)
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered 
Product

Water purifying device movable to the water source

REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANE WATER PURIFYING DEVICE
“SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA” AND “SELF-TRAVELING SEA AQUA DIESEL”

DESCRIPTION

▪Possible to secure drinking water conforming to the Water Supply 
Act from the seawater, brackish water or freshwater. 

▪Self-traveling Sea Aqua can secure drinking water for 8,640 
persons a day at the maximum from a gasoline engine, 
three-phase 200V or LP gas.  

▪Self-traveling Sea Aqua Diesel is operated with the diesel engine 
(using light oil or kerosene) and can secure drinking water for 
10,800 persons a day at the maximum. 

▪Both models can purify water at any water source because of 
self-travelling types with Caterpillars.

SALES RECORD

Municipal governments (Kochi Prefecture, 
Kochi-shi, Susaki-shi, Shimanto-cho, Geisei Village, 
Tano-cho, Kuroshio-cho, Yusuhara-cho, Muroto-shi 
and Tahara-shi of Aichi Prefecture) ; National Kochi 
University; Mitani Corporation; Asahi Calpis 
Beverage Co., Ltd.; IHI Shibaura Machinery 
Corporation; Republic of Haiti; Kingdom of 
Cambodia; Republic of the Philippines; etc.

●Aqua Design System Co., Ltd.
◎2-6-56-203, Takasu, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8104, Japan　◎Phone　+81-84-927-9997　◎FAX　+81-84-927-9998
◎URL　http://www.aqua-d-system.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@aqua-d-system.jp

Self-Traveling
Sea Aqua

Self-Traveling
Sea Aqua Diesel

DATA

Patent granted (Patent No. 5431540)
Certified Product in the Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Certification 
System

Contributing to disaster prevention monitoring for sudden squalls, floods of rivers, landside sediment disasters, etc.

INTERNET WATER LEVEL GAUGE AND RAIN GAUGE ITC-01/ITC-02/ITC-21

DESCRIPTION

The ITC series products are the data loggers for remote monitoring that can 
check the status of constantly changing water level or the amount of rainfall 
in real time, which can grasp the sign of a disaster by a sudden heavy rain 
etc. to take prompt measures. 
▪Real-time information from one second at the shortest may be confirmed at 
any time and at any place with an iPhone in hand etc. 

▪As a WEB server is built in, the initial implementation cost and the running 
cost may be reduced, and therefore, it is possible to implement 
establishment of more observation points in local disaster prevention, for the 
rainfall amount of course and also for the water level, flooding, etc. of a river 
or a reservoir, at a small amount of budget.

▪Those products are full of alarm functions: distribution of warning mails, 
　interval automatic switching for the ordinary and vigilance times, ability of 
setting 5-step alarms, etc.

SALES RECORD

Municipalities in Kochi, Ehime, Chiba, Shizuoka, Nagano, Toyama and 
Kumamoto Prefectures. 
Wakayama University, Weathernews Inc., LandArt Inc., Actio Corporation, etc.
※As of the end of June, 2016

●OSASI Technos Inc.
◎65-3 Hongucho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0945, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-850-0535　◎FAX　+81-88-850-0530
◎URL　http://www.osasi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@osasi.co.jp

DATA

Specifications for Self-propellable Assembled Boat
▪Small vessel registration
▪Float:  4-divided  9.0mx2.5mx1.5m
▪Mounted heavy machine:  Backhoe 0.5㎥ and 　
　Crane 2.9t
▪Speed:  5 knots (15㎞/h)
▪Engine:  Equipped with two 66PS

Workvessel, 4-divided float assembling type, capable of self-navigating at the water depth of 60cm

SELF-PROPELLABLE ASSEMBLED BOAT

DESCRIPTION

Self-propellable Assembled Boat that exhibits its power for 
restoration at the time of disaster can be assembled within a short 
time of one hour, and therefore, restoration works such as 
life-saving and debris removal can be started immediately. 
Equipped with two 66PS engines that are excellent in turning as a 
workvessel, it has a small turning circle and moves smoothly. As it is 
self-propellable without a load if the water depth is 60cm at the 
minimum, it can cope with dredging works etc. in a shallow place. 
Further, it can perform works at a low spatial location where a 
normal workvessel cannot go in. The total weight of floats is 46t and 
may be loaded with a crane truck, a backhoe, an attachment to a 
heavy machine, etc. All of carrying, moving and engineering works 
can be handled by one workvessel.

SALES RECORD

▪In Japan: Construction- and 
disaster-prevention-related institutions

▪Abroad:  Having advanced to Asian markets 
such as China and Indonesia.

●Kochi Marutaka Co., Ltd. 
◎28-2 Azouno-minamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0014, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-845-1510　◎FAX　+81-88-846-2641
◎URL　http://www.ko-marutaka.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　marutaka@ceres.ocn.ne.jp

DATA

Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention-Related Certified Product

Hybrid electricity generation from wind and solar light for securing more electric power

DISASTER EVACUATION GUIDE LIGHT（SKY HV STREET LIGHT）

DESCRIPTION

Even when ordinary street lights do not function any longer due to 
cutting off of system power supply at the time of disaster, this product will 
make it possible to keep the LED light ON for one week without charging 
as an independently-powered evacuation guide light. 
It is an evacuation guide light (a street light) with both controls to enable 
maximum utilization of performance of the power generator and to enable 
the solar panels to convert 88% or more to electric power at the time of 
the maximum electricity generation.  
This is a secure system with the panels produced by a reliable domestic 
solar-panel manufacturer employed and equipped with deep cycle 
batteries having the achievement of continuous use of 7 years or longer. 
It is possible to be equipped with 100VAC and the USB power source for 
charging a cellular phone etc. as options.

SALES RECORD

5 units at Kleingarten Shimanto and 3 units at Okitsu, Shimanto-cho
1 unit at the Seto Photovoltaic Power Plant
14 units at Tosa-cho

●Sky Denshi Co., Ltd.
◎1380-56 Higashi-oonaro, Shimanto-cho, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 786-0027, Japan　◎Phone　+81-880-22-3993
◎FAX　+81-880-22-2332　◎URL　http://sky-denshi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info＠sky-denshi.co.jp
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DATA

▪TS Seal
Automatic mixer type
4.4㎏ set (Main agent 4㎏ + Curing agent 0.4㎏) 
13.2㎏ set (Main agent 12㎏ + Curing agent 1.2㎏) 

▪TS Sealing Tape
T10㎜xW15㎜xL3.8m, T13㎜xW15㎜xL3.8m and 
T15㎜xW20㎜xL4.0m

Possible to be formed to a shape and size to correspond to 
the purpose of use, the shape of junction and water sealing 
performance. 
Price:  To be separately discussed. (Different according to 
work conditions)
Certified Product in the Kochi Prefecture Disaster 
Prevention Industry Exchange Council (24 Kochi DP No.27)

Earthquake-resistant elastic speciality rubber to prevent water permeation through a joint

TS Seal Product and Construction Method

DESCRIPTION

The elastic speciality rubber having excellent characteristics 
in elasticity, durability and weatherability. 
The TS Seal has the characteristic of maintaining strong 
adhesion and semipermanent elasticity and being not 
hardened for many years. Further, being excellent in 
earthquake resistance, it achieves permanent water sealing 
and is therefore employed also for the infrastructure of 
petroleum, gas, etc. in the special construction method 
applicable to water and sewage pipes, the joints at 
multipurpose underground utility conduits and underground 
methane gas explosion-proof junctions.

SALES RECORD

Employed for many water supply and sewage propulsion 
works, multipurpose underground utility conduit works and 
seawall repair works in municipalities throughout Japan.

●ts-seal Co., Ltd.
◎Nishimoto Bldg. 3F, 6-5 Saienbacho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0823, Japan 
◎Phone　+81-88-884-4567　◎FAX　+81-88-884-8211　◎URL　http://www.ts-seal.com/　◎E-Mail　info@ts-seal.com

DATA

Slope:  15 to 45 deg. 
Material:  Recycled plastics
The winning product of the Director General Prize of 
Shikoku Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry in the 
5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention-Related Registered 
Product

Steps for evacuation from tsunami capable of responding to the terrain without scraping the ground surface

SHELTER STEPS

DESCRIPTION

It is a product that can be easily installed without cutting 
the natural ground and used for a long time. As being a 
recycled plastic product having the sufficient strength, 
the steps may be constructed by human power without 
using a large machine at a narrow place or at a location 
where it is difficult to install concrete steps. Because of 
no curing period being required and superior weather 
resistance, it can be used for a long time immediately 
from the time of installation.

SALES RECORD

More than 50 locations in Kochi and other prefectures

●Nishinomiya Sangyo Co., Ltd.
◎1-1-11, Ikkunakamachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8134, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-856-5080　◎FAX　+81-88-856-5090
◎URL　http://www.nm-sg.com/　◎E-Mail　toda@nm-sg.com

Reducing the blanket stockpiling space to 1/5 of the conventional method !  New compact blanket for the disaster ! 

NON-WOVEN BLANKET FOR STOCKPILING
●FROM HEART Co., Ltd.

◎1-10-28, Kitahonmachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0056, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-855-3500　◎Fax +81-88-826-2050
◎URL http://www.fromheart.net/　◎E-mail fromheart@shirt.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

▪We have succeeded in reducing the volume ratio in the 
compressed packing to 1/5 of the conventional blanket for 
the disaster. 
▪Further, because of the three-layer structure of 
non-woven fabric, heat insulating film and non-woven 
fabric, it has higher heat retaining property than the 
conventional blanket for the disaster. 
▪Certified product in the Japan Fire Retardant Association

SALES RECORD

All Japan
▪Municipalities   Approx. 80 locations
▪Nursery schools to universities   Approx. 30 locations
▪Private enterprises   Approx. 150 locations 
▪Hospital facilities   20 locations
▪Voluntary disaster prevention organizations A large number

DATA

Size in an opened state: W1400xH2000㎜
Compressed packing size: W195xH270xD35㎜
Carton size with 10 blankets: W420xH315xD220㎜
Weight: Approx. 470g per blanket

Clean dry polishing system, possible to execute operations from rough polishing to mirror polishing

DRY POLISHING SYSTEM
●UJIDEN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY Co., Ltd. 

◎5-7-34, Sanbashi-dori, Kochi-city, Kochi Prefecture 780-8010, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-832-6162　◎Fax +81-88-832-6165
◎URL http://www.ujiden-net.co.jp/　◎E-mail tosa@ujiden-net.co.jp

DESCRIPTION

TOSALIT DR series are dry polishing media for dry barrel polishing 
process without using water. Thereby, it has been made possible to 
realize reduction in size of waste water treating equipment and 
enhancement of polishing workability.  
Environmental burden to rivers etc. by waste water may be reduced 
through employment of a dry polishing process, thus enabling to 
implement the environmentally friendly production process. With 
abundant media sizes and polishing machines made available so that 
operations from rough polishing such as deburring to mirror polishing 
may be handled, we will make a proposal of a polishing system to meet 
your needs, from both aspects of dry polishing machines and dry media.

SALES RECORD

▪High-energy centrifugal barrel：DC-1000, DC-800 and DC-400
To manufacturers of golf equipment, musical instruments, wrist watches 
and medical metal fittings; the dental industry; and others. 
▪Centrifugal Disc system：DR-130 and DR-50
To manufacturers of forgings, pressed parts, automobile components, 
faucets, etc. 

DATA

▪High energy Centrifugal barrel lineup
DC-1200, -1000, -800, -400; Models DCB1200, -1000
▪Centrifugal disc system lineup　Models DR-230, -130, -50
We will propose the most suitable polishing machine and abrasive to be 
fit for the purpose of polishing. 
Contact Mr.Katsuki, Sales and Marketing Department, for inquiry.
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DATA

▪TS Seal
Automatic mixer type
4.4㎏ set (Main agent 4㎏ + Curing agent 0.4㎏) 
13.2㎏ set (Main agent 12㎏ + Curing agent 1.2㎏) 

▪TS Sealing Tape
T10㎜xW15㎜xL3.8m, T13㎜xW15㎜xL3.8m and 
T15㎜xW20㎜xL4.0m

Possible to be formed to a shape and size to correspond to 
the purpose of use, the shape of junction and water sealing 
performance. 
Price:  To be separately discussed. (Different according to 
work conditions)
Certified Product in the Kochi Prefecture Disaster 
Prevention Industry Exchange Council (24 Kochi DP No.27)

Earthquake-resistant elastic speciality rubber to prevent water permeation through a joint

TS Seal Product and Construction Method

DESCRIPTION

The elastic speciality rubber having excellent characteristics 
in elasticity, durability and weatherability. 
The TS Seal has the characteristic of maintaining strong 
adhesion and semipermanent elasticity and being not 
hardened for many years. Further, being excellent in 
earthquake resistance, it achieves permanent water sealing 
and is therefore employed also for the infrastructure of 
petroleum, gas, etc. in the special construction method 
applicable to water and sewage pipes, the joints at 
multipurpose underground utility conduits and underground 
methane gas explosion-proof junctions.

SALES RECORD

Employed for many water supply and sewage propulsion 
works, multipurpose underground utility conduit works and 
seawall repair works in municipalities throughout Japan.

●ts-seal Co., Ltd.
◎Nishimoto Bldg. 3F, 6-5 Saienbacho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0823, Japan 
◎Phone　+81-88-884-4567　◎FAX　+81-88-884-8211　◎URL　http://www.ts-seal.com/　◎E-Mail　info@ts-seal.com

DATA

Slope:  15 to 45 deg. 
Material:  Recycled plastics
The winning product of the Director General Prize of 
Shikoku Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry in the 
5th Monodzukuri Nippon Grand Award
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention-Related Registered 
Product

Steps for evacuation from tsunami capable of responding to the terrain without scraping the ground surface

SHELTER STEPS

DESCRIPTION

It is a product that can be easily installed without cutting 
the natural ground and used for a long time. As being a 
recycled plastic product having the sufficient strength, 
the steps may be constructed by human power without 
using a large machine at a narrow place or at a location 
where it is difficult to install concrete steps. Because of 
no curing period being required and superior weather 
resistance, it can be used for a long time immediately 
from the time of installation.

SALES RECORD

More than 50 locations in Kochi and other prefectures

●Nishinomiya Sangyo Co., Ltd.
◎1-1-11, Ikkunakamachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8134, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-856-5080　◎FAX　+81-88-856-5090
◎URL　http://www.nm-sg.com/　◎E-Mail　toda@nm-sg.com

Reducing the blanket stockpiling space to 1/5 of the conventional method !  New compact blanket for the disaster ! 

NON-WOVEN BLANKET FOR STOCKPILING
●FROM HEART Co., Ltd.

◎1-10-28, Kitahonmachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0056, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-855-3500　◎Fax +81-88-826-2050
◎URL http://www.fromheart.net/　◎E-mail fromheart@shirt.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

▪We have succeeded in reducing the volume ratio in the 
compressed packing to 1/5 of the conventional blanket for 
the disaster. 
▪Further, because of the three-layer structure of 
non-woven fabric, heat insulating film and non-woven 
fabric, it has higher heat retaining property than the 
conventional blanket for the disaster. 
▪Certified product in the Japan Fire Retardant Association

SALES RECORD

All Japan
▪Municipalities   Approx. 80 locations
▪Nursery schools to universities   Approx. 30 locations
▪Private enterprises   Approx. 150 locations 
▪Hospital facilities   20 locations
▪Voluntary disaster prevention organizations A large number

DATA

Size in an opened state: W1400xH2000㎜
Compressed packing size: W195xH270xD35㎜
Carton size with 10 blankets: W420xH315xD220㎜
Weight: Approx. 470g per blanket

Clean dry polishing system, possible to execute operations from rough polishing to mirror polishing

DRY POLISHING SYSTEM
●UJIDEN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY Co., Ltd. 

◎5-7-34, Sanbashi-dori, Kochi-city, Kochi Prefecture 780-8010, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-832-6162　◎Fax +81-88-832-6165
◎URL http://www.ujiden-net.co.jp/　◎E-mail tosa@ujiden-net.co.jp

DESCRIPTION

TOSALIT DR series are dry polishing media for dry barrel polishing 
process without using water. Thereby, it has been made possible to 
realize reduction in size of waste water treating equipment and 
enhancement of polishing workability.  
Environmental burden to rivers etc. by waste water may be reduced 
through employment of a dry polishing process, thus enabling to 
implement the environmentally friendly production process. With 
abundant media sizes and polishing machines made available so that 
operations from rough polishing such as deburring to mirror polishing 
may be handled, we will make a proposal of a polishing system to meet 
your needs, from both aspects of dry polishing machines and dry media.

SALES RECORD

▪High-energy centrifugal barrel：DC-1000, DC-800 and DC-400
To manufacturers of golf equipment, musical instruments, wrist watches 
and medical metal fittings; the dental industry; and others. 
▪Centrifugal Disc system：DR-130 and DR-50
To manufacturers of forgings, pressed parts, automobile components, 
faucets, etc. 

DATA

▪High energy Centrifugal barrel lineup
DC-1200, -1000, -800, -400; Models DCB1200, -1000
▪Centrifugal disc system lineup　Models DR-230, -130, -50
We will propose the most suitable polishing machine and abrasive to be 
fit for the purpose of polishing. 
Contact Mr.Katsuki, Sales and Marketing Department, for inquiry.
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DATA

Fine Bubble Generator   View of fine bubbles being generated in water　
Possible to be installed easily.

It is possible to generate high-quality fine bubbles, i.e. micro-bubbles, by putting in liquid (water) and gas (air).

Fine Bubble Generator

DESCRIPTION

Fine bubble (fine bubble and micro bubble) indicates a minute bubble 
having a diameter of ten micrometers or less, which can be utilized in 
various fields such as supply of dissolved oxygen, utilization for cleaning, 
wastewater treatment, etc.  The fine bubble generator developed jointly 
by Kochi National College of Technology and Sakamoto Giken has the 
following characteristics. 
▪Responsive to a big volume of flow scale.  Piping specifications 
corresponding to standards: JIS15A to 50A

▪Capable of being operated with pressurized water sources. 
▪Responsive also to water in the natural environment!  Characterized by 
a strong structure for mixing of foreign substances. 

▪Possible to be implemented with its small and compact size for piping in 
existing equipment. 

▪Having no movable part.  
▪Excellent in maintenance performance.

SALES RECORD

Fishery households, farmers, water treatment service provider, etc. in 
Kochi Prefecture

●Sakamoto Giken Co., Ltd.
◎941-6 Kogome, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0022, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-864-4277　◎Fax　+81-88-864-4279
◎URL http://sakamotogiken.com/　◎E-mail fb@sakomotogiken.com

DATA

Machining size
　Width …15 to 300mm;
　Length …15 to 300mm;
　Height …5 to 140mm
Option
　Responsive to full coverage

Optimum for side face milling of parts, irrespective of quality and shape of mold materials (Insert or Plate) !

Double-head Mini Index Machine CS300 specialized for small parts

DESCRIPTION

Small double-head milling machine having opposing main shafts. Two 
faces are processed simultaneously by both heads, and further, two 
faces are processed after indexing 90 degrees. Stable in 
perpendicularity and dimensional accuracy. 
It is possible to automatically process four or two faces of variant articles 
such as the castings and forgings even of blocks like mold materials or 
plates, by making clamping jigs.  
Because of stable accuracy, it is the most suitable for right angle 
reference machining prior to secondary processing. 
The installation space of 3.3m2 together with light and quick motion will 
contribute to cost reduction.

SALES RECORD

▪ 220 units for the period of March 1995 to 
July 2016
▪ Major, plate manufacturers, both in Japan 
and abroad.

●Chuo-Seiki Co., Ltd.
◎1-8-37, Ikkuminamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8135, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-845-1373　◎Fax　+81-88-845-9001
◎URL　http://www.chuo-seiki.co.jp/　◎E-mail　mail@chuo-seiki.co.jp

DATA

Moving speed／Straight line  2.8㎞/h; and sideways  2.6㎞/h
Body weight／Approx. 40㎏　Loading capacity／50㎏
Drive power／Lead battery 24V　Size／730 x 513 x 190㎜

TOSADENSHI will implement omni-directional movement by wheels without using a bipedal walking mechanism. 

MECANUM ROBOT TDAMNEW

DESCRIPTION

This is an omni-directional mobile carriage robot 
equipped with 4WD mecanum wheels. 
It is made possible to move in the all directions 
without changing the direction of the vehicle body, by adjusting the 
rotating direction of the motor and the speed control. The motion that is 
made possible only by an expensive bipedal walking robot will be 
implemented at a low price. 
▪ Core technology
　The engine to control intensively an error or deviation of the behavior to 
be caused when performing omni-directional movement has been housed in 
one substrate. Stable movement is thereby implemented by giving 
feedback in the robot without adding a burden to the upper part issuing 
control instructions. 
▪ Omni-directional movement? 
　The surface of the mecanum wheels are covered by the barrels inclined 
in 45 degrees to the wheel shafts. As the barrels on the circumference are 
free in addition to the movement of the conventional wheels, movement in 
the 45 degrees is possible. Omni-directional movement is realized by 
adjusting the rotating directions and the speed control of four motors.

SALES RECORD

▪20 units in 2016 (estimation)

●TOSADENSHI LTD.
◎61-10 Takaokacho-Otsu, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1102, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-850-2600    ◎Fax　+81-88-850-2601
◎URL　http://www.tosadenshi.co.jp/　◎E-mail　 info530@tosadenshi.co.jp

DATA

We will design and develop, also manufacture 
other special and exclusive machines to fulfill 
your needs.

Easy to setup, positioning , etc! "Deep hole drilling machine for large/ heavy materials ”

A SERIES OF LARGE NC GUN DRILL MACHINES  JUMBO-1500/2000, MHG-1000/1200/1500NC

DESCRIPTION

▪Equipped with a table capable of being 
loaded with heavywork materials , it can 
easily process not only a cool hole but also 
an ejector one. 

▪An optimum machining variables can be set 
up from infinitely variable spindle 
speed/feed rate and coolant pressures. 

▪Automatic tapping unit is also available as 
an option. 

▪Great efficiency in drilling many holes of 
different depth on a single work-piece. 

▪Unmanned operation is possible with highly 
accurate positioning and for a long time with 
employment of an NC unit.

SALES RECORD

For processing of automobile components, 
molds, hydraulic equipment parts, aircraft 
industrial parts and electric/electronic factory 
components.

●Miroku Machine Tool, INC. 
◎836 Hie, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0054, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-862-1136　◎Fax　+81-88-862-2898
◎URL　http://www.miroku-gd.co.jp/　◎E-mail　kochi@miroku-gd.co.jp
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Because of stable accuracy, it is the most suitable for right angle 
reference machining prior to secondary processing. 
The installation space of 3.3m2 together with light and quick motion will 
contribute to cost reduction.
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July 2016
▪ Major, plate manufacturers, both in Japan 
and abroad.
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It is made possible to move in the all directions 
without changing the direction of the vehicle body, by adjusting the 
rotating direction of the motor and the speed control. The motion that is 
made possible only by an expensive bipedal walking robot will be 
implemented at a low price. 
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　The engine to control intensively an error or deviation of the behavior to 
be caused when performing omni-directional movement has been housed in 
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DATA

We have showrooms in the Saitama, Nagoya and Osaka sales offices, 
each exhibiting a demonstration machine permanently. If you wish to visit 
us, please contact us. We accept a request for visiting the factory at the 
head office at any time.

Count on us for single piece machining! “Next generation general-purpose milling machine” picking the best of
a general-purpose machine and an NC machine. 

DESCRIPTION

Model YZ-8WR, our main machine, can perform 
single piece machining quickly as it has attained 
light and quick manual operation with a Z-axis 
manual mechanical handle and vertical motion of 
the rack-and-pinion type spindle head, thus 
having an excellent structure in accessibility and 
operationality. It is possible to maneuver the 
machine as if moving operator’s own hand or foot 
without having a stress even for long-time works, 
by positioning the handle, the lever and switches 
at “just a good place”.  Though being a general-purpose type with 
two-axis control, it is also capable of machining an arc, a slant or a 
pocket with the “Machining guidance function” enabling immediate 
processing by only selecting and inputting a figure. 

SALES RECORD

▪ Various machinery manufacturers, mold/parts processing 
manufacturers, other processing or manufacturing companies throughout 
the country, public offices, schools of technology, etc. 

GENERAL-PURPOSE MILLING MACHINE YZ-8WR
●YAMASAKI GIKEN CO., LTD. 

◎No.2 Techno-Park, Tosayamadacho, Kami-shi, Kochi Prefecture 782-0010, Japan　◎Phone　+81-887-57-6222
◎Fax　+81-887-57-6223　◎Website　http://www.yamasakigiken.co.jp/　◎E-maiL　yzinfo@yamasakigiken.co.jp

High-quality precious metal materials will be manufactured according to the purpose of use.

PRECIOUS METAL EVAPORATION DEPOSITION MATERIALS（for pellets or shots）
●Yamamoto Precious Metal Co., Ltd.

◎1090-3, Aza Otani, Kagamicho-Kamibun, Konan-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5451, Japan
◎Phone +81-887-55-0120　◎Fax +81-887-55-0053
◎URL http://www.yamakin-gold.co.jp/　◎E-mail kouchi-soumu@yamakin-gold.co.jp

DESCRIPTION

Precious metal evaporation deposition materials 
are used for semiconductors, electronic parts or 
various kinds of displays. To meet the demands for 
high purity and uniform shape, we are manufacturing 
the product, sticking to the high quality.  As we are 
able to adjust the size or blending according to the 
purpose of use, please do contact us for 
consultation.

SALES RECORD

▪Semiconductor or device manufacturers, both in Japan and abroad, and 
domestic trading companies.

DATA

We can process precious materials into various shapes, like powder, chips, 
lines or plates, etc. in addition to evaporation deposition materials. 
First of all, consult us.  
※We appreciate your understanding that we may not meet your request 
depending on the contents.

Pellet_Pt Pellet_Au Pellet_Ag

DATA

▪Back processing is possible 
without inverting a large work. 
▪This type is also selling 
explosively.

Tightening seats for hexagon socket head cap bolt and spot facing tool exclusive for washer 

BACKFIRE

DESCRIPTION

D10 to D36.  Possible to handle D36 or more 
with a special type. 
With a reinforced tip as in the past, and also an 
oil hole type available as a new lineup.

SALES RECORD

Domestic and overseas cutting work 
manufacturers

●RYOCO SEIKI CO., LTD.
◎2085-2 Kaminokae, Nakatosa-cho, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 789-1302, Japan　◎Phone　+81-889-54-0221
◎Fax　+81-889-54-0170　◎URL　http://www.ryoco.co.jp/　◎E-mail　   ryocoseiki@ryoco.co.jp

DATA

On detailed information, refer to our Website. 
Concerning your company’s “We wish we had … !!  Special purpose 
machine tool”, contact us each time.

WH series models – now easier to use for small to large sizes

DOUBLE-HEAD SIDE  MILLING MACHINE WH480A・530A

DESCRIPTION

▪Minimum working size: 
10（H）x 10（W）x 50（L）㎜

▪Maximum working size: 
150（H）x 535（W）x 535（L）㎜

▪High-precision and 
high-speed multi-face 
machining with high 
output and high rigidity !!

▪High-precision heavy cutting is possible based on 
trust as a long-lasting and stable mass-production 
machine made of heavy base castings. 

▪Parallelism is secured with movement of the table 
between opposing main shafts.

▪Optimum for small-volume production in large varieties.
▪Vertical and right-angle corrector for the clamping 
device. 

▪3-pcs curvic coupling on the index table.
▪One-touch input of material dimension for off-line 
setup during works.（OP）

SALES RECORD

▪In Japan:  Daido Kogyo Co., Ltd., Daido Amistar 
Co., Ltd., Fujimaki Steel Co., Ltd., Union Plate Co., 
Ltd. , Ochi Co., Ltd., Yugengaisha Kittou, HCP 
Product, Ltd., etc. 
▪Abroad:  Korea, France, China and Thailand

●Wada Kikai Co., Ltd.. 
◎249-1, Kureno, Kochi City, Kochi Japan 780-0001　◎Phone　+81-88-846-4848　◎Fax　+81-88-846-4849
◎URL　http://www.wadakikai.com/　◎E-mail　machine@wadakikai.com
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DATA
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DATA

Size, specifications and options, price, etc. will be proposed according to the size of the processing site and your desire.  
Material:  SUS316 (Full stainless steel) 
Certification:  Certified for the Kochi Management Innovation Plan
Patent pending

Whitebait boiling machine with cover providing ecological and delicious finish with drastic hygiene management

KSS-TYPE WHITEBAIT BOILING MACHINE SU-2000F

DESCRIPTION

A cover being transparent and enabling visual 
inspection has been attached so that an insect 
pest or impurities may not be mixed during 
boiling in the whitebait manufacturing process. 
By mounting a cover, it has become possible 
to limit heat source output of the boiler for the 
indirect heat exchanger etc. and water 
consumption, thus having realized ECO 
specifications capable of reducing burden on 
the natural environment and the running cost. 
Because of perfect boiling for a short time of 
approximately one and a half minutes with hot 
water of 100 degrees Celsius or more, the 
whitebait will be finished with exceptional 
freshness maintained and deliciously. Thanks 
to 100% indirect heat exchange, no harmful 
substance contained in live steam of the boiler 
will be mixed in at all, thus ensuring safety and 
security. 

SALES RECORD

Morikiyo Fisheries Co., Ltd. (Ehime), Oonishi Kaisan (Ehime), Yamasho 
Suisan (Shizuoka) and Kanese Nakamura-Chosuke Shooten (Mie) 

●Kawakubo Factory Co., Ltd.
◎1586 Akaokacho, Konan-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5310, Japan　◎Phone　+81-887-54-3040　◎Fax　+81-887-55-0323
◎URL　＜Under construction - Planned to be completed by end 2016>　◎E-mail　info@kawakubo-factory.co.jp 

DATA

2012 Innovation Shikoku Awarding Project: 
“Technical Achievement Award: Excellence 
Prize” granted in the Shikoku Industrial 
Technology Grand Prize　2016 “Kochi 
Prefecture Local Industry Award” granted
Dimension:  1120mm (W) x 932mm (D) x 
2045mm (H)　Weight:  395kg
Voltage applied shelf:  Max. 20 shelves
Japanese Patent:  Patent No. 4932255 for 
“Food preservation and its device”
Overseas Patents:
U.S.A. … US 8,899,069 B2
Mexico … NO. 301647
Eurasian area … NO. 009630
China … ZL 2004 8 0022895．3

“Additive-free” can be realized because of antioxidation! New system that destroys the conventional idea on freezing. 

SPECIAL ANTIOXIDATION FREEZER “NICE-01” PHARAOH3-012TBR

DESCRIPTION

This product has realized freezing of not only seafood and meat but also the food that is said 
to be impossible by general freezing such as paste products with much water added, fresh 
cream with 47% milk fat, high-grade Japanese fresh confections, sushi, slit-open raw eel, 
raw clams and fresh matsutake mushroom with the color, taste and feel kept as those are. It 
is possible to perform freezing without destroying cells, which means that long-term 
preservation is possible by preventing oxidation and thus maintaining freshness. This fact 
has been proved by the data of a public institution.  A patent has been obtained for this 
technology. 

SALES RECORD

▪In Kochi Prefecture:  A catering shop, 
western confectionery shops (2 shops), a 
fresh fish shop, a fish cake shop, a hotel 
kitchen, a professional culinary training 
college, an orchard and an eel farmer
▪Outside Kochi Prefecture:  A 
Japanese-style restaurant, an inn, a fishery 
cooperative, fishery product processing 
plants (2 plants), an orchard, an eel farmer, 
an ayu sweetfish processing plant, food 
processing companies (3 companies), eel 
shops (2 shops), a sushi restaurant, a gibier 
processing plant, a confectionery shop, 
Yokohama Plant Protection Station and a 
confectionery/bakery 
▪Abroad:  Taiwan (fruits processing) 

●Sunworld Kawamura Co., Ltd. 
◎Pastel City 1F, 2-20 Izumicho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0064, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-802-2677
◎Fax　+81-88-875-3455　◎URL　http://www.nice01.com/　◎E-mail　info@nice01.com

A legend of power tiller succeeding the masterpiece “SUZUE”

NEW MODEL OF POWER TILLER “NASAKU”
●Sasaoka Corporation

◎717 Uranouchitachime, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0164, Japan　◎Phone +81-889-49-0341　◎Fax +81-889-49-0744
◎URL http://www.inforyoma.or.jp/sasaoka/　◎E-mail sasaoka@mb.inforyoma.or.jp

DESCRIPTION

The power tiller“Nasaku”produced by Sasaoka has been 
changed to a new model equipped with a replaced engine, with 
the operationality and durability unchanged. The same as in the 
previous model, high workability has been realized with little 
power loss by a shaft drive mechanism employed for the rotary. 
Further, one-push switch has been employed for the remodeled 
handle part to cause emergency stop of the engine just in case.
In addition, for the main clutch lever, the operation has been 

SALES RECORD

▪JA Kochi and authorized agents

　
made easier with a mechanism enabling ON/OFF manipulation 
with the handle kept gripped. 
Besides, the rotation speed of the rotary may be selected from 
10 models as before to be fit for the work. Also, as the 
conventional types are employed for attachments, it is possible 
to perform multiple groove digging works peculiar to the 
“Nasaku” that are suitable for planting gingers and lilies. 

DATA

Certified Product in 2013 in the Kochi-Prefecture Model Ordering System
Utility Model No. 3187059
Size:  120mm(W) x 260mm(D) x 25mm(H) 
Weight:  560g

High trapping rate attained by the easy, safe and light-weight device! High strength and outstanding durability!

WANAZOKUN, NISHIKAWA-TYPE BINDING TRAP

DESCRIPTION

“Wanazokun” created in Kochi. 
Reliability for capture increased with the folding type device (32%, in our 
own calculation). 
Very easy setup with the utility-model handle.
A beginner may set the trap with ease by using the safety pin for 
preventing an operation error.
With the wire rail mounted on the tread body, a kink in the wire has been 
reduced, resulting in higher position of wire catch. 
High strength and high durability for repeated use having been realized 
for the tread, we would like to offer our product at an affordable price. 

SALES RECORD

5,000 pcs. in 2013 in Kochi Prefecture (N1 type)  
4,000 pcs. in 2014 in Kochi Prefecture (N2 type)  
3,800 pcs. in 2015 in Kochi Prefecture (N2 type)
JA (Agricultural Cooperatives)ZEN-NOH Kochi, JA in the outside of 
Kochi, Municipalities in the outside of Kochi, etc. 

●Wanazokun Sales Division, Daiei Zousen
◎4618 Niida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0112, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-879-5449　◎Fax　+81-88-883-2222
◎URL　http://www.wanazo.jp/　◎E-mail　info@wanazo.jp
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DATA

Size, specifications and options, price, etc. will be proposed according to the size of the processing site and your desire.  
Material:  SUS316 (Full stainless steel) 
Certification:  Certified for the Kochi Management Innovation Plan
Patent pending

Whitebait boiling machine with cover providing ecological and delicious finish with drastic hygiene management

KSS-TYPE WHITEBAIT BOILING MACHINE SU-2000F

DESCRIPTION

A cover being transparent and enabling visual 
inspection has been attached so that an insect 
pest or impurities may not be mixed during 
boiling in the whitebait manufacturing process. 
By mounting a cover, it has become possible 
to limit heat source output of the boiler for the 
indirect heat exchanger etc. and water 
consumption, thus having realized ECO 
specifications capable of reducing burden on 
the natural environment and the running cost. 
Because of perfect boiling for a short time of 
approximately one and a half minutes with hot 
water of 100 degrees Celsius or more, the 
whitebait will be finished with exceptional 
freshness maintained and deliciously. Thanks 
to 100% indirect heat exchange, no harmful 
substance contained in live steam of the boiler 
will be mixed in at all, thus ensuring safety and 
security. 

SALES RECORD

Morikiyo Fisheries Co., Ltd. (Ehime), Oonishi Kaisan (Ehime), Yamasho 
Suisan (Shizuoka) and Kanese Nakamura-Chosuke Shooten (Mie) 

●Kawakubo Factory Co., Ltd.
◎1586 Akaokacho, Konan-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5310, Japan　◎Phone　+81-887-54-3040　◎Fax　+81-887-55-0323
◎URL　＜Under construction - Planned to be completed by end 2016>　◎E-mail　info@kawakubo-factory.co.jp 

DATA

2012 Innovation Shikoku Awarding Project: 
“Technical Achievement Award: Excellence 
Prize” granted in the Shikoku Industrial 
Technology Grand Prize　2016 “Kochi 
Prefecture Local Industry Award” granted
Dimension:  1120mm (W) x 932mm (D) x 
2045mm (H)　Weight:  395kg
Voltage applied shelf:  Max. 20 shelves
Japanese Patent:  Patent No. 4932255 for 
“Food preservation and its device”
Overseas Patents:
U.S.A. … US 8,899,069 B2
Mexico … NO. 301647
Eurasian area … NO. 009630
China … ZL 2004 8 0022895．3

“Additive-free” can be realized because of antioxidation! New system that destroys the conventional idea on freezing. 

SPECIAL ANTIOXIDATION FREEZER “NICE-01” PHARAOH3-012TBR

DESCRIPTION

This product has realized freezing of not only seafood and meat but also the food that is said 
to be impossible by general freezing such as paste products with much water added, fresh 
cream with 47% milk fat, high-grade Japanese fresh confections, sushi, slit-open raw eel, 
raw clams and fresh matsutake mushroom with the color, taste and feel kept as those are. It 
is possible to perform freezing without destroying cells, which means that long-term 
preservation is possible by preventing oxidation and thus maintaining freshness. This fact 
has been proved by the data of a public institution.  A patent has been obtained for this 
technology. 

SALES RECORD

▪In Kochi Prefecture:  A catering shop, 
western confectionery shops (2 shops), a 
fresh fish shop, a fish cake shop, a hotel 
kitchen, a professional culinary training 
college, an orchard and an eel farmer
▪Outside Kochi Prefecture:  A 
Japanese-style restaurant, an inn, a fishery 
cooperative, fishery product processing 
plants (2 plants), an orchard, an eel farmer, 
an ayu sweetfish processing plant, food 
processing companies (3 companies), eel 
shops (2 shops), a sushi restaurant, a gibier 
processing plant, a confectionery shop, 
Yokohama Plant Protection Station and a 
confectionery/bakery 
▪Abroad:  Taiwan (fruits processing) 

●Sunworld Kawamura Co., Ltd. 
◎Pastel City 1F, 2-20 Izumicho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0064, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-802-2677
◎Fax　+81-88-875-3455　◎URL　http://www.nice01.com/　◎E-mail　info@nice01.com

A legend of power tiller succeeding the masterpiece “SUZUE”

NEW MODEL OF POWER TILLER “NASAKU”
●Sasaoka Corporation

◎717 Uranouchitachime, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0164, Japan　◎Phone +81-889-49-0341　◎Fax +81-889-49-0744
◎URL http://www.inforyoma.or.jp/sasaoka/　◎E-mail sasaoka@mb.inforyoma.or.jp

DESCRIPTION

The power tiller“Nasaku”produced by Sasaoka has been 
changed to a new model equipped with a replaced engine, with 
the operationality and durability unchanged. The same as in the 
previous model, high workability has been realized with little 
power loss by a shaft drive mechanism employed for the rotary. 
Further, one-push switch has been employed for the remodeled 
handle part to cause emergency stop of the engine just in case.
In addition, for the main clutch lever, the operation has been 

SALES RECORD

▪JA Kochi and authorized agents

　
made easier with a mechanism enabling ON/OFF manipulation 
with the handle kept gripped. 
Besides, the rotation speed of the rotary may be selected from 
10 models as before to be fit for the work. Also, as the 
conventional types are employed for attachments, it is possible 
to perform multiple groove digging works peculiar to the 
“Nasaku” that are suitable for planting gingers and lilies. 

DATA

Certified Product in 2013 in the Kochi-Prefecture Model Ordering System
Utility Model No. 3187059
Size:  120mm(W) x 260mm(D) x 25mm(H) 
Weight:  560g

High trapping rate attained by the easy, safe and light-weight device! High strength and outstanding durability!

WANAZOKUN, NISHIKAWA-TYPE BINDING TRAP

DESCRIPTION

“Wanazokun” created in Kochi. 
Reliability for capture increased with the folding type device (32%, in our 
own calculation). 
Very easy setup with the utility-model handle.
A beginner may set the trap with ease by using the safety pin for 
preventing an operation error.
With the wire rail mounted on the tread body, a kink in the wire has been 
reduced, resulting in higher position of wire catch. 
High strength and high durability for repeated use having been realized 
for the tread, we would like to offer our product at an affordable price. 

SALES RECORD

5,000 pcs. in 2013 in Kochi Prefecture (N1 type)  
4,000 pcs. in 2014 in Kochi Prefecture (N2 type)  
3,800 pcs. in 2015 in Kochi Prefecture (N2 type)
JA (Agricultural Cooperatives)ZEN-NOH Kochi, JA in the outside of 
Kochi, Municipalities in the outside of Kochi, etc. 

●Wanazokun Sales Division, Daiei Zousen
◎4618 Niida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0112, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-879-5449　◎Fax　+81-88-883-2222
◎URL　http://www.wanazo.jp/　◎E-mail　info@wanazo.jp
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DATA

Applicable bag size: 
Width: 180 to 280mm　
Length: 280 to 450mm （In the shape of rectangle or trapezoid） 
Sales will be performed via JA, farming machinery manufacturers or 
packaging material traders. 

Speed for bagging soft vegetables drastically increased … Spinach, Japanese mustard spinach “Komatsuna”, 
potherb mustard, edible chrysanthemum, etc.

VEGETABLE BAGGING APPARATUS VF800

DESCRIPTION

▪Outstanding working speed（600 bags/hour in actual works） 
▪Low-noise design, comfortable for indoor works
▪More accurate bag picking realized by a built-in vacuum pump
▪Wet vegetables may be bagged as those are. 
▪One-touch adjustment without using a tool when changing the bagging 
size

SALES RECORD

More than 750 units sold in 45 prefectures of the entire country 
（including the previous Model VF700） 

●Taiyo Co., Ltd.
◎3950 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5101, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-3001　◎Fax　+81-88-846-6461
◎URL　http://www.k-taiyo.co.jp/　◎E-mail　seihin@k-taiyo.co.jp

DATA

Certificate for the Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered Product
Certificate for the Kochi Prefecture New Business Field Developer 
Industrial Promotion Plan Award of the 29th Kochi Prefecture Local Industry 
Grand Prize　　Patent registration No. 5517139

MF Series for spraying in the fine mist state to a spatially distant place, according to the use!

MOTORFOG MF, 200VMF AND CERBERUSMF

DESCRIPTION

200VMF … The 200VMF Type equipped with a solenoid valve as a standard 
component has been enabled to be operated by remote control with the timer in the 
switchboard, and its operability and performance have been enhanced further! Spray 
volume and its distance have been raised to 1.5 to 3 times! Highly uniform fine 
particles may be sprayed directionally to a distant place. Optimum for high-place 
spraying for greenhouse cultivation or for spraying in a middle-size shed for animals! 
Spraying quantity is approximately 1000cc/min. at the maximum. 
CerberusMF … The switchboard-timer CerberusMF (triplet) type that incorporate the 
200VMF in triplicate for fumes sterilization of a broiler house etc. has been 
drastically improved in its performance to approximately 17 minutes of spraying time 
for 50L liquid medicine and enabled to be operated by remote control, which has 
solved at once the conventional problem for a fog machine, i.e. the problem in its 
operability and noise!  Most suitable for spraying in a long and high facility such as a 
broiler house. The spraying quantity is approximately 3000cc/min. at the maximum. 

SALES RECORD

Kimura Nousanshoji Co., Ltd., MP AGRO CO., LTD., AGRO-JAPAN, Inc., Porkland 
Group, Sundaico Co., Ltd., Coretec Inc., Nation-wide poultry, pig and cattle barns, 
Kochi Prefectural Livestock Experiment Station, Nagahori Co., Ltd. and producers of 
strawberry, tomato, cut flowers throughout Japan, Leek producers, Nursing homes 
for the elderly in Kochi and Gifu Prefectures, Food processing companies, etc. 

●Tosanoki Co., Ltd.
◎910 Hasuike, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0015, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-3838　◎Fax　+81-88-852-3899
◎URL　http://www.tosanoki.co.jp/　◎E-mail　info@tosanoki.co.jp

DATA

We will make a proposal of an optimum system according to the 
purpose of use or the ice making amount. 
Patent registered: Kochi University of Technology, Nisshin 
Refrigeration & Engineering Ltd. and Izui Iron Works Co., Ltd. 
（Patent No. 4638393）

Ice Slurry at minus 1 deg. C, optimum for retaining freshness of seafood

ICE SLURRY PRODUCING APPARATUS

DESCRIPTION

“Ice slurry” means the excellently fluid ice with very fine ice 
particles and salt water mixed. Damage to fish bodies by ice is 
prevented by covering the entire fish with soft ice and cooling it 
uniformly. Further, it is possible to transfer ice with a pump, thus 
enhancing workability. 
This product is capable of making ice from salt water with salinity 
of 1%. 
That is, it will be possible to perform cooling and preservation at the 
optimum temperature to retain freshness of seafood by adjusting 
the salinity. Further, ice slurry is effective also for thawing the 
frozen seafood etc., suppressing drip during thawing and thus 
enhancing the commercial value.

SALES RECORD

▪Nakatosa-cho Research Institution for retaining freshness of 
fishery products

▪Kochi Fisheries Cooperatives Iburi Branch
▪Also delivered to other fishery-related research institutions, 
vessels and mass-merchandisers.

●Izui Iron Works Co., Ltd. 
◎18 Ukitsu, Muroto-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-7103, Japan　◎Phone +81-887-23-2111　◎Fax　+81-887-23-2114
◎URL http://www.izuitekkou.co.jp/　◎E-mail izui.info@izuitekkou.co.jp

DATA

Cooking Paper (Sheet size: 280mm x 280mm, rolled with 
40 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and Rayon)
“Live cleanly” Power Cloth Plain Type (Sheet size: 
240mm x 250mm, with 40 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and 
Rayon)
“Live cleanly” Power Cloth Mesh Type (Sheet size: 
240mm x 250mm, with 30 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and 
Rayon)
PRETTY PAPER with check pattern (Sheet size: 160mm x 
180mm, with 60 sheets; Raw material: Rayon and Pulp)
PRETTY PAPER with cherry-blossom pattern (Sheet size: 
160mm x 180mm, with 60 sheets; Raw material: Manila 
hemp and Pulp)

Mizukami, the white paper manufactured with clean water of the Niyodo River

MIZUKAMI- FIVE PRODUCTS IN SERIES

DESCRIPTION

Tosa Washi having been popular with blessing of the water of 
the Niyodo River. The “mizukami” was born with such power 
of water. The cooking paper is the rolled kitchen paper that is 
easy to use with the large square shape. “Live cleanly” Power 
Cloth Plain Type/Mesh Type, being a four-folded type that has 
not been available in the past, can be used quickly and 
smartly. Both will manipulate water in the cooking process in 
various ways, thus creating the taste. PRETTY PAPER with 
the check or cherry-blossom pattern will decorate a table 
pleasantly and beautifully as the modern KAISHI folded paper. 
It is of stylish design when placed either in a kitchen or in a 
dining room, of which package is made from 100% virgin pulp. 
It is a product giving pleasure also as a gift. 

●Sansai Co., Ltd.
◎4517-2 Kitaji, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1111, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-88-852-3866　◎FAX　+81-88-852-3877
◎URL　http://www.sansai-co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@sansai-co.jp
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DATA

Applicable bag size: 
Width: 180 to 280mm　
Length: 280 to 450mm （In the shape of rectangle or trapezoid） 
Sales will be performed via JA, farming machinery manufacturers or 
packaging material traders. 

Speed for bagging soft vegetables drastically increased … Spinach, Japanese mustard spinach “Komatsuna”, 
potherb mustard, edible chrysanthemum, etc.

VEGETABLE BAGGING APPARATUS VF800

DESCRIPTION

▪Outstanding working speed（600 bags/hour in actual works） 
▪Low-noise design, comfortable for indoor works
▪More accurate bag picking realized by a built-in vacuum pump
▪Wet vegetables may be bagged as those are. 
▪One-touch adjustment without using a tool when changing the bagging 
size

SALES RECORD

More than 750 units sold in 45 prefectures of the entire country 
（including the previous Model VF700） 

●Taiyo Co., Ltd.
◎3950 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5101, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-3001　◎Fax　+81-88-846-6461
◎URL　http://www.k-taiyo.co.jp/　◎E-mail　seihin@k-taiyo.co.jp

DATA

Certificate for the Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered Product
Certificate for the Kochi Prefecture New Business Field Developer 
Industrial Promotion Plan Award of the 29th Kochi Prefecture Local Industry 
Grand Prize　　Patent registration No. 5517139

MF Series for spraying in the fine mist state to a spatially distant place, according to the use!

MOTORFOG MF, 200VMF AND CERBERUSMF

DESCRIPTION

200VMF … The 200VMF Type equipped with a solenoid valve as a standard 
component has been enabled to be operated by remote control with the timer in the 
switchboard, and its operability and performance have been enhanced further! Spray 
volume and its distance have been raised to 1.5 to 3 times! Highly uniform fine 
particles may be sprayed directionally to a distant place. Optimum for high-place 
spraying for greenhouse cultivation or for spraying in a middle-size shed for animals! 
Spraying quantity is approximately 1000cc/min. at the maximum. 
CerberusMF … The switchboard-timer CerberusMF (triplet) type that incorporate the 
200VMF in triplicate for fumes sterilization of a broiler house etc. has been 
drastically improved in its performance to approximately 17 minutes of spraying time 
for 50L liquid medicine and enabled to be operated by remote control, which has 
solved at once the conventional problem for a fog machine, i.e. the problem in its 
operability and noise!  Most suitable for spraying in a long and high facility such as a 
broiler house. The spraying quantity is approximately 3000cc/min. at the maximum. 

SALES RECORD

Kimura Nousanshoji Co., Ltd., MP AGRO CO., LTD., AGRO-JAPAN, Inc., Porkland 
Group, Sundaico Co., Ltd., Coretec Inc., Nation-wide poultry, pig and cattle barns, 
Kochi Prefectural Livestock Experiment Station, Nagahori Co., Ltd. and producers of 
strawberry, tomato, cut flowers throughout Japan, Leek producers, Nursing homes 
for the elderly in Kochi and Gifu Prefectures, Food processing companies, etc. 

●Tosanoki Co., Ltd.
◎910 Hasuike, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0015, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-3838　◎Fax　+81-88-852-3899
◎URL　http://www.tosanoki.co.jp/　◎E-mail　info@tosanoki.co.jp

DATA

We will make a proposal of an optimum system according to the 
purpose of use or the ice making amount. 
Patent registered: Kochi University of Technology, Nisshin 
Refrigeration & Engineering Ltd. and Izui Iron Works Co., Ltd. 
（Patent No. 4638393）

Ice Slurry at minus 1 deg. C, optimum for retaining freshness of seafood

ICE SLURRY PRODUCING APPARATUS

DESCRIPTION

“Ice slurry” means the excellently fluid ice with very fine ice 
particles and salt water mixed. Damage to fish bodies by ice is 
prevented by covering the entire fish with soft ice and cooling it 
uniformly. Further, it is possible to transfer ice with a pump, thus 
enhancing workability. 
This product is capable of making ice from salt water with salinity 
of 1%. 
That is, it will be possible to perform cooling and preservation at the 
optimum temperature to retain freshness of seafood by adjusting 
the salinity. Further, ice slurry is effective also for thawing the 
frozen seafood etc., suppressing drip during thawing and thus 
enhancing the commercial value.

SALES RECORD

▪Nakatosa-cho Research Institution for retaining freshness of 
fishery products

▪Kochi Fisheries Cooperatives Iburi Branch
▪Also delivered to other fishery-related research institutions, 
vessels and mass-merchandisers.

●Izui Iron Works Co., Ltd. 
◎18 Ukitsu, Muroto-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-7103, Japan　◎Phone +81-887-23-2111　◎Fax　+81-887-23-2114
◎URL http://www.izuitekkou.co.jp/　◎E-mail izui.info@izuitekkou.co.jp

DATA

Cooking Paper (Sheet size: 280mm x 280mm, rolled with 
40 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and Rayon)
“Live cleanly” Power Cloth Plain Type (Sheet size: 
240mm x 250mm, with 40 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and 
Rayon)
“Live cleanly” Power Cloth Mesh Type (Sheet size: 
240mm x 250mm, with 30 sheets; Raw material: Pulp and 
Rayon)
PRETTY PAPER with check pattern (Sheet size: 160mm x 
180mm, with 60 sheets; Raw material: Rayon and Pulp)
PRETTY PAPER with cherry-blossom pattern (Sheet size: 
160mm x 180mm, with 60 sheets; Raw material: Manila 
hemp and Pulp)

Mizukami, the white paper manufactured with clean water of the Niyodo River

MIZUKAMI- FIVE PRODUCTS IN SERIES

DESCRIPTION

Tosa Washi having been popular with blessing of the water of 
the Niyodo River. The “mizukami” was born with such power 
of water. The cooking paper is the rolled kitchen paper that is 
easy to use with the large square shape. “Live cleanly” Power 
Cloth Plain Type/Mesh Type, being a four-folded type that has 
not been available in the past, can be used quickly and 
smartly. Both will manipulate water in the cooking process in 
various ways, thus creating the taste. PRETTY PAPER with 
the check or cherry-blossom pattern will decorate a table 
pleasantly and beautifully as the modern KAISHI folded paper. 
It is of stylish design when placed either in a kitchen or in a 
dining room, of which package is made from 100% virgin pulp. 
It is a product giving pleasure also as a gift. 

●Sansai Co., Ltd.
◎4517-2 Kitaji, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1111, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-88-852-3866　◎FAX　+81-88-852-3877
◎URL　http://www.sansai-co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@sansai-co.jp
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Optimum for wiping off a vulnerable surface.  Dirt is caught by the three-layer structure ! ! 

SUN MORE NA（ULTRA-FINE ACRYLIC NON-WOVEN FABRIC: FOR WIPERS）
●Sanwaseishi Co., Ltd.

◎443-1 Takaokacho-hei, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1103, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-852-3811　◎Fax +81-88-852-3823
◎URL http://www.sanwaseishi.co.jp/　◎E-mail sanwa-p@orion.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

Dirt such as foundation, hair-wax and sweat attached to a mobile phone can 
be wiped off cleanly.  Thin and soft, it catches dirt and dust in a gap firmly. 
Further, as no chemical is used at all, you may use it to your skin with ease. 
It may be disposed of as the combustible waste.（It is not water-soluble.）

SALES RECORD

Various kinds of glass wiping, eyeglass cleaning and screen cleaning of PC, 
mobile phone and smart phone

DATA

Dirt is easily removable because of the three-layer structure and the special 
ultra-fine fiber. 
On both surface layers, split acrylic fiber is used to make a polygonal 
cross-section fabric, thus enhancing the dirt scraping-off performance 
further. As the dirt on the surface is absorbed to the middle layer, almost no 
wiping mark will be left.Cross section of usual rayon nonwoven fabricCross section of usual rayon nonwoven fabric

Cross section of NA micro acrylic fiber nonwoven fabricCross section of NA micro acrylic fiber nonwoven fabric

THREE-LAYER STRUCTURE

Extra fine acrylic fiber
Polyester fiber

Spesial ultra-fine
acrylic fiber

Full-automatic machine from manufacture to liquid injection and further to complete sealed-packaging, 
requiring no hand touch to the raw fabric. The industry-quickest new and powerful machine of 90 bags per minute.

MODEL SND-7D FULL-AUTOMATIC FACE MASK（COSMETIC）MANUFACTURING LINE
●Shinwa Giken Co., Ltd.

◎3586-10 Okina, Hidaka-mura, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2152, Japan
◎Phone +81-889-24-7772　◎Fax +81-889-24-7722　◎URL http://www.wwb.jp/sg/　◎E-mail sg@wwb.jp

DESCRIPTION

Rolled non-woven fabric is die-cut and folded, 
and after bag-making, cosmetic lotion is 
injected into each bag and the bag is sealed 
completely and then ejected automatically.  
Beautiful finish particular to the full automatic 
machine.

SALES RECORD

▪ Wet tissue manufacturing 
companies in the entire area of 
Japan, and a lot of exports to 
U.K., France, Italy, Germany, 
the Netherlands, China, 
Taiwan, Korea, Thailand, etc.

DATA

We will deliver a custom-made processing machine to be adjusted to detailed 
demands of a user.

DATA

Size:
S … 45 to 70㎝　　　M … 55 to 90㎝
L … 80 to 120㎝　　XL … 95 to 135㎝
Quantity:
S … 26 pcs. x 4 packages
M … 24 pcs. x 4 packages
L … 22 pcs. x 4 packages
XL … 20 pcs. x 4 packages 
Absorbing rate／  aprx．350㎖

Thinness not to give a feeling of wearing and absorbing power to give a sense of safety

MEDIPANTS SLIM

DESCRIPTION

“Medipants Slim”, the thinnest of all medipants series models
It can be used at ease by the active elderly or by the person who tends to be 
incontinent of urine when moving for a long time or when having slight 
incontinence of urine unexpectedly. 
Medipants Slim absorbs a volume of one time securely although it is so thin that it 
does not give a feeling of wearing the medipants but a feeling of an underwear.  
It is possible to select a size fit for the body out of 4 types of S, M, L and XL.

SALES RECORD

Facilities and hospitals throughout Japan

●Chikazawa Paper Co., Ltd. 
◎4003 Ino-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2110, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-892-0126　◎FAX　+81-88-893-1963
◎URL　http://www.chikazawa.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　business@chikazawa.co.jp

World-first high-performance cellulosic separator for LiB

CELLULION

DESCRIPTION

NKK has high market 
shares of 95% in 
Japan and 60% in 
overseas markets in 
Aluminum Electrolytic 
Capacitor Separator 
and gains the support 
of many customers. 

Further, in addition to the aluminum electrolytic 
capacitor separator, we have launched separators to 
correspond to new products along with evolution of 
applications such as EDLC, various types of batteries, 
etc. Among others, the product for which big increase 
of demands in the future is expected is the separator 
for Lib batteries. NKK’s separator for LiB batteries is 
a high-performance cellulosic separator created for 
the first time in the world; it is superior in heat 
resistance and has higher porosity and higher liquid 
retention ratio as compared with the olefin-based film, 
and thereby satisfactory input-output characteristics 
and enhancement in the cycle life may be expected. 

SALES RECORD

Battery manufacturers, both domestically and abroad

●NIPPON KODOSHI CORPORATION
◎648 Hirooka-kami, Harunocho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0395, Japan 
◎Phone　+81-88-894-2321　+81-88-894-2322 (Direct) 　◎FAX　+81-88-894-5401　+81-88-850-3180 (Direct) 
◎URL　http://www.kodoshi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　gas-webmaster@kodoshi.co.jp 
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Optimum for wiping off a vulnerable surface.  Dirt is caught by the three-layer structure ! ! 

SUN MORE NA（ULTRA-FINE ACRYLIC NON-WOVEN FABRIC: FOR WIPERS）
●Sanwaseishi Co., Ltd.

◎443-1 Takaokacho-hei, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1103, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-852-3811　◎Fax +81-88-852-3823
◎URL http://www.sanwaseishi.co.jp/　◎E-mail sanwa-p@orion.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

Dirt such as foundation, hair-wax and sweat attached to a mobile phone can 
be wiped off cleanly.  Thin and soft, it catches dirt and dust in a gap firmly. 
Further, as no chemical is used at all, you may use it to your skin with ease. 
It may be disposed of as the combustible waste.（It is not water-soluble.）

SALES RECORD

Various kinds of glass wiping, eyeglass cleaning and screen cleaning of PC, 
mobile phone and smart phone

DATA

Dirt is easily removable because of the three-layer structure and the special 
ultra-fine fiber. 
On both surface layers, split acrylic fiber is used to make a polygonal 
cross-section fabric, thus enhancing the dirt scraping-off performance 
further. As the dirt on the surface is absorbed to the middle layer, almost no 
wiping mark will be left.Cross section of usual rayon nonwoven fabricCross section of usual rayon nonwoven fabric

Cross section of NA micro acrylic fiber nonwoven fabricCross section of NA micro acrylic fiber nonwoven fabric

THREE-LAYER STRUCTURE

Extra fine acrylic fiber
Polyester fiber

Spesial ultra-fine
acrylic fiber

Full-automatic machine from manufacture to liquid injection and further to complete sealed-packaging, 
requiring no hand touch to the raw fabric. The industry-quickest new and powerful machine of 90 bags per minute.

MODEL SND-7D FULL-AUTOMATIC FACE MASK（COSMETIC）MANUFACTURING LINE
●Shinwa Giken Co., Ltd.

◎3586-10 Okina, Hidaka-mura, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2152, Japan
◎Phone +81-889-24-7772　◎Fax +81-889-24-7722　◎URL http://www.wwb.jp/sg/　◎E-mail sg@wwb.jp

DESCRIPTION

Rolled non-woven fabric is die-cut and folded, 
and after bag-making, cosmetic lotion is 
injected into each bag and the bag is sealed 
completely and then ejected automatically.  
Beautiful finish particular to the full automatic 
machine.

SALES RECORD

▪ Wet tissue manufacturing 
companies in the entire area of 
Japan, and a lot of exports to 
U.K., France, Italy, Germany, 
the Netherlands, China, 
Taiwan, Korea, Thailand, etc.

DATA

We will deliver a custom-made processing machine to be adjusted to detailed 
demands of a user.

DATA

Size:
S … 45 to 70㎝　　　M … 55 to 90㎝
L … 80 to 120㎝　　XL … 95 to 135㎝
Quantity:
S … 26 pcs. x 4 packages
M … 24 pcs. x 4 packages
L … 22 pcs. x 4 packages
XL … 20 pcs. x 4 packages 
Absorbing rate／  aprx．350㎖

Thinness not to give a feeling of wearing and absorbing power to give a sense of safety

MEDIPANTS SLIM

DESCRIPTION

“Medipants Slim”, the thinnest of all medipants series models
It can be used at ease by the active elderly or by the person who tends to be 
incontinent of urine when moving for a long time or when having slight 
incontinence of urine unexpectedly. 
Medipants Slim absorbs a volume of one time securely although it is so thin that it 
does not give a feeling of wearing the medipants but a feeling of an underwear.  
It is possible to select a size fit for the body out of 4 types of S, M, L and XL.

SALES RECORD

Facilities and hospitals throughout Japan

●Chikazawa Paper Co., Ltd. 
◎4003 Ino-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2110, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-892-0126　◎FAX　+81-88-893-1963
◎URL　http://www.chikazawa.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　business@chikazawa.co.jp

World-first high-performance cellulosic separator for LiB

CELLULION

DESCRIPTION

NKK has high market 
shares of 95% in 
Japan and 60% in 
overseas markets in 
Aluminum Electrolytic 
Capacitor Separator 
and gains the support 
of many customers. 

Further, in addition to the aluminum electrolytic 
capacitor separator, we have launched separators to 
correspond to new products along with evolution of 
applications such as EDLC, various types of batteries, 
etc. Among others, the product for which big increase 
of demands in the future is expected is the separator 
for Lib batteries. NKK’s separator for LiB batteries is 
a high-performance cellulosic separator created for 
the first time in the world; it is superior in heat 
resistance and has higher porosity and higher liquid 
retention ratio as compared with the olefin-based film, 
and thereby satisfactory input-output characteristics 
and enhancement in the cycle life may be expected. 

SALES RECORD

Battery manufacturers, both domestically and abroad

●NIPPON KODOSHI CORPORATION
◎648 Hirooka-kami, Harunocho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0395, Japan 
◎Phone　+81-88-894-2321　+81-88-894-2322 (Direct) 　◎FAX　+81-88-894-5401　+81-88-850-3180 (Direct) 
◎URL　http://www.kodoshi.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　gas-webmaster@kodoshi.co.jp 
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DATA

Facial tissue pocket packs
10 sheets x 5 pcs. (each with a washi card)
Size for a single item: 115mm(W) x 80mm(D) x 75mm(H)
Approx. 75g
Case size (with 24 pcs.)
498mm(W) x 240mm(D) x 166mm(H)
Approx. 2kg

Product for souvenirs with “watermarked” (or “sukashi”-marked) facial tissues and a washi-made message card combined

JAPAN’S PETIT SOUVENIR TISSUE

DESCRIPTION

The facial tissues have been designed with “watermarks” using the 
Tosa traditional craftsmanship for handmade paper and a washi 
(handmade paper) card produced by the “stencil dyeing”, the 
Japanese traditional dyeing technique have been designed. The 
washi card may also be used as a message card with printing on the 
reverse side. 
Use this product as a little souvenir when travelling abroad from 
Japan. 

SALES RECORD

Souvenir corners at airports, accommodation facilities, etc.

●HAYASHI CO., LTD.
◎3192-4 Takaoka-cho Otsu, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1102, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-88-852-0535　◎FAX　+81-88-852-5845
◎URL　http://www.tissue.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　hayashi@tissue.co.jp

DATA

Other information:
Further, although the finished product is 
measured and distinguished in its thickness 
by the weight in other companies, it is 
possible for us to intentionally manufacture 
the paper down to the thickness of 1.6g/㎡.

World thinnest Japanese machinemade washi paper

TOSA TENGUJOSHI（ULTRA THIN MACHINMADE WASHI PAPER）

DESCRIPTION

What we are delivering is 1.6g per one square meter. Super-thin paper of 
only 0.02mm, which is said to be the world thinnest. It is our exclusive 
papermaking technology that can make such a thin paper with a 
papermaking machine. 
Our Tengujoshi made in such a delicate manner is being used for 
supporting repair of cultural assets such as damaged pictures, books and 
Buddhist statues, not only in Japan but also in the whole world.

SALES RECORD

The National Archives of Japan, The National Diet Library and The 
National Museum

●HIDAKA WASHI CO., LTD. 
◎3486-1 Okina, Hidaka-mura, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2152, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-889-24-7857
◎FAX　 +81-889-24-7858　◎URL　http://www.hidakawashi.com/　◎E-Mail　info@hidakawashi.com

DATA

Grand Prix of 8th Japan New Business 
Creation Grand Award granted.

World thinnest and lightest non-woven fabric

WET-LAID NON-WOVEN FABRIC

DESCRIPTION

We have our own technology to manufacture the world thinnest and 
lightest non-woven fabric that has been attained by one-step evolution of 
the Tosa handmade paper manufacturing technology from the scientific 
point of view. With this technology, it is possible for us to manufacture 
very uniform and good-texture non-woven fabric. We are manufacturing 
and selling the wet-type non-woven fabric with high function to be made 
industrial material, from a wide variety of synthetic fibers such as vinylon, 
polyester, polyolefin and polyphenylene sulfide (PPS). 
Application:  Battery separator (Top market share in Japan for alkaline 
manganese battery), MF/UF Membranes (World market share: 60%), 
Electromagnetic shielding material and Food packaging material 
(Wrapping paper for Kasutera sponge cakes, wrapping paper for 
Baumkuchen, packaging material for cream puffs, etc.)

MAJOR RECORD

Kuraray Co., Ltd., Daiwabo Polytec Co., 
Ltd., Teijin Limited, Sansho Co., Ltd., Shinsei 
Pulp & Paper Company Limited, Sojitz 
Corporation, Teijin Frontier Co., Ltd., Japan 
Vilene Company, Ltd., Mitsubishi 
Corporation, etc. 

●Hirose Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd.
◎3292-1 Takaokacho-otsu, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1102, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-7771　◎FAX　+81-88-852-7773
◎URL　http://www.hirose-paper-mfg.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　sales@hirose-paper-mfg.co.jp

DATA

【Suggested Retail Price】(In Japan)
(Small)  150mm x 900mm, containing 2 pcs.  \1,080
(Large)  300mm x 900mm, containing 2 pcs.  \1,728
(Extra Large)  450mm x 900mm, containing 1 pc.  \1,188
※Patterns for Extra Large are Unryu (flying dragon) and Hemp leaves only 
Color: White
Pattern: Polka-dot/water fall, Unryu (flying dragon) and Hemp leaves
Material composition: Washi composite fiber + PP film (Acrylic adhesive) 
+ Release paper

To those who enjoy the life with gentle lighting. Both beautifulness of genuine Washi, the Japanese paper, 
and safety of disaster prevention and crime prevention. 

“WASEAL” TO BE ATTACHED ONTO GLASS

DESCRIPTION

It is strong enough as it is composed of the genuine Washi, the Japanese 
paper, and film having the adhesive function put together. It will serve as: 
scattering prevention of a window glass for crime prevention; UV 
protection (99.7% cutting of ultraviolet rays) in summer; and a screen and 
dew condensation prevention in everyday life. With intake of gentle light 
peculiar to Washi in the feeling of Shoji paper put on glass, it gives the 
feeling of no pressure. 

SALES RECORD

Tokyu Hands Inc., Three Cubes Co., Ltd., Sakai Sangyo Co., Ltd. (co-op 
wholesaling), ComoLife Co., Ltd., Core Plus Co., Ltd., Charley Co., Ltd., and 
several other companies

●Morisa Co., Ltd.
◎570-2 Takaokacho-hei, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1103, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-1177　◎FAX　+81-88-852-6622
◎URL　http://www.morisa.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@morisa.jp
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DATA

Facial tissue pocket packs
10 sheets x 5 pcs. (each with a washi card)
Size for a single item: 115mm(W) x 80mm(D) x 75mm(H)
Approx. 75g
Case size (with 24 pcs.)
498mm(W) x 240mm(D) x 166mm(H)
Approx. 2kg

Product for souvenirs with “watermarked” (or “sukashi”-marked) facial tissues and a washi-made message card combined

JAPAN’S PETIT SOUVENIR TISSUE

DESCRIPTION

The facial tissues have been designed with “watermarks” using the 
Tosa traditional craftsmanship for handmade paper and a washi 
(handmade paper) card produced by the “stencil dyeing”, the 
Japanese traditional dyeing technique have been designed. The 
washi card may also be used as a message card with printing on the 
reverse side. 
Use this product as a little souvenir when travelling abroad from 
Japan. 

SALES RECORD

Souvenir corners at airports, accommodation facilities, etc.

●HAYASHI CO., LTD.
◎3192-4 Takaoka-cho Otsu, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1102, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-88-852-0535　◎FAX　+81-88-852-5845
◎URL　http://www.tissue.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　hayashi@tissue.co.jp

DATA

Other information:
Further, although the finished product is 
measured and distinguished in its thickness 
by the weight in other companies, it is 
possible for us to intentionally manufacture 
the paper down to the thickness of 1.6g/㎡.

World thinnest Japanese machinemade washi paper

TOSA TENGUJOSHI（ULTRA THIN MACHINMADE WASHI PAPER）

DESCRIPTION

What we are delivering is 1.6g per one square meter. Super-thin paper of 
only 0.02mm, which is said to be the world thinnest. It is our exclusive 
papermaking technology that can make such a thin paper with a 
papermaking machine. 
Our Tengujoshi made in such a delicate manner is being used for 
supporting repair of cultural assets such as damaged pictures, books and 
Buddhist statues, not only in Japan but also in the whole world.

SALES RECORD

The National Archives of Japan, The National Diet Library and The 
National Museum

●HIDAKA WASHI CO., LTD. 
◎3486-1 Okina, Hidaka-mura, Takaoka-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2152, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-889-24-7857
◎FAX　 +81-889-24-7858　◎URL　http://www.hidakawashi.com/　◎E-Mail　info@hidakawashi.com

DATA

Grand Prix of 8th Japan New Business 
Creation Grand Award granted.

World thinnest and lightest non-woven fabric

WET-LAID NON-WOVEN FABRIC

DESCRIPTION

We have our own technology to manufacture the world thinnest and 
lightest non-woven fabric that has been attained by one-step evolution of 
the Tosa handmade paper manufacturing technology from the scientific 
point of view. With this technology, it is possible for us to manufacture 
very uniform and good-texture non-woven fabric. We are manufacturing 
and selling the wet-type non-woven fabric with high function to be made 
industrial material, from a wide variety of synthetic fibers such as vinylon, 
polyester, polyolefin and polyphenylene sulfide (PPS). 
Application:  Battery separator (Top market share in Japan for alkaline 
manganese battery), MF/UF Membranes (World market share: 60%), 
Electromagnetic shielding material and Food packaging material 
(Wrapping paper for Kasutera sponge cakes, wrapping paper for 
Baumkuchen, packaging material for cream puffs, etc.)

MAJOR RECORD

Kuraray Co., Ltd., Daiwabo Polytec Co., 
Ltd., Teijin Limited, Sansho Co., Ltd., Shinsei 
Pulp & Paper Company Limited, Sojitz 
Corporation, Teijin Frontier Co., Ltd., Japan 
Vilene Company, Ltd., Mitsubishi 
Corporation, etc. 

●Hirose Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd.
◎3292-1 Takaokacho-otsu, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1102, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-7771　◎FAX　+81-88-852-7773
◎URL　http://www.hirose-paper-mfg.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　sales@hirose-paper-mfg.co.jp

DATA

【Suggested Retail Price】(In Japan)
(Small)  150mm x 900mm, containing 2 pcs.  \1,080
(Large)  300mm x 900mm, containing 2 pcs.  \1,728
(Extra Large)  450mm x 900mm, containing 1 pc.  \1,188
※Patterns for Extra Large are Unryu (flying dragon) and Hemp leaves only 
Color: White
Pattern: Polka-dot/water fall, Unryu (flying dragon) and Hemp leaves
Material composition: Washi composite fiber + PP film (Acrylic adhesive) 
+ Release paper

To those who enjoy the life with gentle lighting. Both beautifulness of genuine Washi, the Japanese paper, 
and safety of disaster prevention and crime prevention. 

“WASEAL” TO BE ATTACHED ONTO GLASS

DESCRIPTION

It is strong enough as it is composed of the genuine Washi, the Japanese 
paper, and film having the adhesive function put together. It will serve as: 
scattering prevention of a window glass for crime prevention; UV 
protection (99.7% cutting of ultraviolet rays) in summer; and a screen and 
dew condensation prevention in everyday life. With intake of gentle light 
peculiar to Washi in the feeling of Shoji paper put on glass, it gives the 
feeling of no pressure. 

SALES RECORD

Tokyu Hands Inc., Three Cubes Co., Ltd., Sakai Sangyo Co., Ltd. (co-op 
wholesaling), ComoLife Co., Ltd., Core Plus Co., Ltd., Charley Co., Ltd., and 
several other companies

●Morisa Co., Ltd.
◎570-2 Takaokacho-hei, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1103, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-852-1177　◎FAX　+81-88-852-6622
◎URL　http://www.morisa.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@morisa.jp
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Absorption speed is high and no waste thread comes out.  Paper Waste replaces cloth.

PAPER WASTE

DESCRIPTION

This is a sheet manufactured by compression embossment.  Quick in 
absorption, it can wipe off waste powerfully and firmly even when wet with 
water. 
　　　　▪Paper Waste Clean　50 sheets　
　　　　　Sheet size: 380㎜x330㎜
　　　　▪Paper Waste　50 sheets in Box
　　　　　Sheet size: 380㎜x330㎜　
　　　　　An In-Box Type not to be blown off by wind even in outdoor use. 
　　　　▪Paper Waste Roll 330m（1100 cuts） 
　　　　　Sheet size: 340㎜x330㎜
　　　　　A Roll Type that can be cut in a required length with perforation.  
 
　　　　▪Paper Waste　Solid color band  50 sheets
　　　　　Sheet size: 340㎜x330㎜

SALES RECORD

Factories, nursing facilities, etc. throughout Japan

●Wako Paper Co., Ltd.
◎3936 Ino-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2110, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-892-1144　◎Fax　+81-88-893-3636
◎URL　http://wako-seishi.jp/　◎E-mail　info@wako-seishi.jp

Paper Waste Clean
50 sheets

Paper Waste Roll
330m（1100 cuts）

Paper Waste
Solid color band
50 sheets

Paper Waste　50 sheets in Box

4-ply

3-ply

DATA

Model: SKK-1600GE
Specifications:
Maximum lifting load: 160t
Jib length: 32.0m
Medium type grab capacity: 40㎥
Possible dredging depth: 85m

Future-generation crane implementing ECO-friendly and efficient works

PEDESTAL FLOATING CRANE

DESCRIPTION

Large-sized grab dredger “SKK-1600GE”will implement the 
environmental-burden reducing, safe and efficient works. 
It is a multi-purpose crane which is able to perform dredging but also 
rock breaking and lifting work.
▪Hybrid system:  Fuel consumption will be reduced by reserving the 
energy being generated during lowering of the grab in the capacitor 
and utilizing it during lifting. 

　Further, CO2 consumption will be drastically reduced. 
▪Automatic operation system:  It has been set to enable performance of 
digging, slewing and loading in automatic operation by inputting data 
through the touch screen at the operator’s cabin. 

▪Dredging engineering control system:  With RTK-GPS, it is possible to 
control  the position on the sea in high accuracy as well as digging 
track and depth.

SALES RECORD

More than 5,000 units of the SKK crane have 
been delivered to marine civil engineering 
companies throughout the country, and there 
are also the export records to Asian countries. 

●SKK Corporation
◎1-3 Yokohama-Nishimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0242, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-841-2233　◎Fax　+81-88-842-4023
◎URL　http://www.skk-crane.co.jp/　◎E-mail　skkeigyo@mb.inforyoma.or.jp

SKK-1600GESKK-1600GE

DATA

It has been proved that the Implant Bell Cap 
Pile has high supporting performance as 
compared with the steel pipe pile without a 
bell cap: approx. 1.7 times in the vertical 
direction (when the pile head displacement is 
80mm) and approx. 1.6 times in the horizontal 
direction (when the displacement on the 
ground surface is 15mm). 
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention 
Registered Product

Providing functions earlier by construction without temporary works.

IMPLANT BELL CAP BRIDGE

DESCRIPTION

“Implant Bell Cap Bridge” is a bridge constructed by making the steel 
pipe piles with bell caps united with the grounds by our original press-in 
technology (Implant Bell Cap Pile) the pier piles and thereon installing 
large covering plates via beams. As it is possible to perform the works by 
placing all materials and equipment necessary for construction on the 
bridge, the bridge can be built in a space-saving condition and in a short 
period, i.e. 18m or more may be installed in one day depending on the 
ground condition. Further, transfer and removal may also be performed 
easily by tracking the reversed process of construction. Because it is 
possible to provide the functions early when required, this construction 
method can be utilized for a bridge at the place where there are many 
limitations such as in a city area and besides for an emergency 
transportation road when a disaster occurs, a newly built road, or the 
like. 

SALES RECORD

Akaoka Test Field, GIKEN LTD. (Akaokacho, 
Konan-shi, Kochi Prefecture)

●GIKEN LTD. 
◎3948-1 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5195, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-2933　◎Fax　+81-88-846-2939
◎URL　https://www.giken.com/en/　◎E-mail　somu@giken.com

Small-size, durable, high-power, high efficiency in suction ratio, smooth in pressure feed

CONCRETE PUMP 160-40-8
●SYMTEC CO., LTD.

◎2-6-23, Ikkuminamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8135, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-883-1755　◎Fax +81-88-883-1754
◎URL http://www.symtec.co.jp/　◎E-mail info@symtec.co.jp

DESCRIPTION

This is the Concrete Pump with the strongest performance condensed in the 
smallest package. 
Equipped with the ideal pressure feeding mechanism by which pressure feeding 
of low-slump ready-mixed concrete［slump 8cm, Max. aggregate size 40mm］and 
horizontal 800m transmitting distance of the ordinary unhardened concrete has 
been realized. Also pressure-feedable are high consistency materials, mud, 
water, mortar, lightweight concrete and heavyweight concrete. 
A wide variety of uses in addition to concrete transmission and spraying in the 
civil engineering field（Tunnel, dam, bridge, retaining wall, erosion control, steel 
tower foundation, slope, caisson type pile, etc.）: Pressure feeding or spraying of 
castable （a castable refractory）, pressure feeding of materials for soil 
improvement（liquefaction countermeasure, etc.）, pressure feeding of mud or 
slime, etc.

DATA

▪manufacture and sale of concrete pump.
▪rental of our own machine.
We are providing thorough after-sales support.

SALES RECORD

▪Construction companies: Obayashi 
Corporation, Kajima Corporation, Shimizu 
Corporation, Taisei Corporation, etc. 
（throughout the country） 
▪Steel manufacturing companies: Nippon Steel 
& Sumitomo Metal Corporation, JFE Steel 
Corporation, etc.
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Absorption speed is high and no waste thread comes out.  Paper Waste replaces cloth.

PAPER WASTE

DESCRIPTION

This is a sheet manufactured by compression embossment.  Quick in 
absorption, it can wipe off waste powerfully and firmly even when wet with 
water. 
　　　　▪Paper Waste Clean　50 sheets　
　　　　　Sheet size: 380㎜x330㎜
　　　　▪Paper Waste　50 sheets in Box
　　　　　Sheet size: 380㎜x330㎜　
　　　　　An In-Box Type not to be blown off by wind even in outdoor use. 
　　　　▪Paper Waste Roll 330m（1100 cuts） 
　　　　　Sheet size: 340㎜x330㎜
　　　　　A Roll Type that can be cut in a required length with perforation.  
 
　　　　▪Paper Waste　Solid color band  50 sheets
　　　　　Sheet size: 340㎜x330㎜

SALES RECORD

Factories, nursing facilities, etc. throughout Japan

●Wako Paper Co., Ltd.
◎3936 Ino-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-2110, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-892-1144　◎Fax　+81-88-893-3636
◎URL　http://wako-seishi.jp/　◎E-mail　info@wako-seishi.jp

Paper Waste Clean
50 sheets

Paper Waste Roll
330m（1100 cuts）

Paper Waste
Solid color band
50 sheets

Paper Waste　50 sheets in Box

4-ply

3-ply

DATA

Model: SKK-1600GE
Specifications:
Maximum lifting load: 160t
Jib length: 32.0m
Medium type grab capacity: 40㎥
Possible dredging depth: 85m

Future-generation crane implementing ECO-friendly and efficient works

PEDESTAL FLOATING CRANE

DESCRIPTION

Large-sized grab dredger “SKK-1600GE”will implement the 
environmental-burden reducing, safe and efficient works. 
It is a multi-purpose crane which is able to perform dredging but also 
rock breaking and lifting work.
▪Hybrid system:  Fuel consumption will be reduced by reserving the 
energy being generated during lowering of the grab in the capacitor 
and utilizing it during lifting. 

　Further, CO2 consumption will be drastically reduced. 
▪Automatic operation system:  It has been set to enable performance of 
digging, slewing and loading in automatic operation by inputting data 
through the touch screen at the operator’s cabin. 

▪Dredging engineering control system:  With RTK-GPS, it is possible to 
control  the position on the sea in high accuracy as well as digging 
track and depth.

SALES RECORD

More than 5,000 units of the SKK crane have 
been delivered to marine civil engineering 
companies throughout the country, and there 
are also the export records to Asian countries. 

●SKK Corporation
◎1-3 Yokohama-Nishimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0242, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-841-2233　◎Fax　+81-88-842-4023
◎URL　http://www.skk-crane.co.jp/　◎E-mail　skkeigyo@mb.inforyoma.or.jp

SKK-1600GESKK-1600GE

DATA

It has been proved that the Implant Bell Cap 
Pile has high supporting performance as 
compared with the steel pipe pile without a 
bell cap: approx. 1.7 times in the vertical 
direction (when the pile head displacement is 
80mm) and approx. 1.6 times in the horizontal 
direction (when the displacement on the 
ground surface is 15mm). 
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention 
Registered Product

Providing functions earlier by construction without temporary works.

IMPLANT BELL CAP BRIDGE

DESCRIPTION

“Implant Bell Cap Bridge” is a bridge constructed by making the steel 
pipe piles with bell caps united with the grounds by our original press-in 
technology (Implant Bell Cap Pile) the pier piles and thereon installing 
large covering plates via beams. As it is possible to perform the works by 
placing all materials and equipment necessary for construction on the 
bridge, the bridge can be built in a space-saving condition and in a short 
period, i.e. 18m or more may be installed in one day depending on the 
ground condition. Further, transfer and removal may also be performed 
easily by tracking the reversed process of construction. Because it is 
possible to provide the functions early when required, this construction 
method can be utilized for a bridge at the place where there are many 
limitations such as in a city area and besides for an emergency 
transportation road when a disaster occurs, a newly built road, or the 
like. 

SALES RECORD

Akaoka Test Field, GIKEN LTD. (Akaokacho, 
Konan-shi, Kochi Prefecture)

●GIKEN LTD. 
◎3948-1 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-5195, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-2933　◎Fax　+81-88-846-2939
◎URL　https://www.giken.com/en/　◎E-mail　somu@giken.com

Small-size, durable, high-power, high efficiency in suction ratio, smooth in pressure feed

CONCRETE PUMP 160-40-8
●SYMTEC CO., LTD.

◎2-6-23, Ikkuminamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8135, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-883-1755　◎Fax +81-88-883-1754
◎URL http://www.symtec.co.jp/　◎E-mail info@symtec.co.jp

DESCRIPTION

This is the Concrete Pump with the strongest performance condensed in the 
smallest package. 
Equipped with the ideal pressure feeding mechanism by which pressure feeding 
of low-slump ready-mixed concrete［slump 8cm, Max. aggregate size 40mm］and 
horizontal 800m transmitting distance of the ordinary unhardened concrete has 
been realized. Also pressure-feedable are high consistency materials, mud, 
water, mortar, lightweight concrete and heavyweight concrete. 
A wide variety of uses in addition to concrete transmission and spraying in the 
civil engineering field（Tunnel, dam, bridge, retaining wall, erosion control, steel 
tower foundation, slope, caisson type pile, etc.）: Pressure feeding or spraying of 
castable （a castable refractory）, pressure feeding of materials for soil 
improvement（liquefaction countermeasure, etc.）, pressure feeding of mud or 
slime, etc.

DATA

▪manufacture and sale of concrete pump.
▪rental of our own machine.
We are providing thorough after-sales support.

SALES RECORD

▪Construction companies: Obayashi 
Corporation, Kajima Corporation, Shimizu 
Corporation, Taisei Corporation, etc. 
（throughout the country） 
▪Steel manufacturing companies: Nippon Steel 
& Sumitomo Metal Corporation, JFE Steel 
Corporation, etc.
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DATA

Awards:
Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Award in 1988
Encouragement Prize of the Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Award in 
2003
Registered in NETIS in 2003 and 2010
Certified as noncombustible material in 2002 and 2013

The concrete can be baked!  Coloring is semi-permanent!

CONCRETE GLAZED AND BAKED PRODUCT（CERAMICS）

DESCRIPTION

A product is made by molding the concrete 
with a high-pressure press, baking it at 900 
deg. C upon putting a glaze and then being 
subjected to hydration curing. This technology 
is widely used for a wide variety of roof tiles, 
sidewalk-roadway boundary blocks or paving 
stones, etc. 

SALES RECORD

Used for roofs for about 20,000 residential buildings in 30 years mainly 
in Kochi Prefecture, the roadside station in Susaki-shi, the Yokohama 
elementary school, etc.

●Tamtec Co., Ltd.
◎5510 Oonogo-kou, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0030, Japan　◎Phone　+81-889-42-2405　◎Fax　+81-889-42-2460
◎URL　http://www.tamtec.jp/　◎E-mail　office@tamtec.jp

DATA

Details of the crane on the picture: 
SE600 LGP Type Crane
Maximum lifting load:  23t
Maximum jib length:  34m
Grab capacity:  6㎥

“TSUKASA on Technology” living with the sea  The concept is “Idea on the Site”.

MARINE CRANE

DESCRIPTION

“TSUKASA Marine Crane” created through experience and achievements for 
many years as a specialized manufacturer boasts the market share of 50% in 
Japan in the small machine category with high reputation obtained both 
domestically and abroad. 
The four-lever crane “LGP Type” with the operation method adopted from the 
time of foundation has been improved through experience and achievements for 
many years, having a light operation lever and not causing fatigue after many 
hours of operation and thus enhancing work efficiency. 
The “EP Type” developed and launched in 2009 is a two-lever crane with a 
joystick for the operation lever. 
Even a beginner can operate the crane easily by controlling complicated works 
by the computer. 
This is a series model with the enhanced safety in addition to operability, with 
the performance of “LGP Type”, which has proven its achievements, remaining 
unchanged.

SALES RECORD

▪ Totally about 790 units since 1984
▪ Delivery destinations:  All Japan

●TSUKASA Corporation
◎5033-21 Nagahama, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0270, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-842-2221　◎Fax　+81-88-842-2224
◎URL　http://www.tsukasa-juki.com/index.html/　◎E-mail　entrance@tsukasa-juki.com

DATA

Sales price:  4 Million Yen or higher 
(Exclusive of the GPS related device and the 
installation cost)

Engineering management system for ocean civil engineering with various devices on a vessel connected via network

SEAVISION SV-NAVI

DESCRIPTION

SeaVision SV-Navi is an engineering management system for ocean civil 
engineering with the equipment of the crane installed on a vessel, a GPS 
device, a tidegauge, the ultrasonic sounding device “SeaVision SV-Sonar” 
that we boast, etc. connected via the network. 
This product will implement the real-time grasping of the status of the 
crane, the workvessel location and the digging depth of the seabed and 
also support the integrated management of the dredging operations such 
as support to transfer of the workvessel and the management of the result 
data for engineering and works. 
Furthermore, it is a highly extendable system with the ability of performing 
other system connections easily.

SALES RECORD

▪ Ocean civil engineering companies
▪ Sales:  SV-Navi 
Approximately 20 systems (Since sales start 
in 2013)

●Pacific Software Development Co., Ltd.
◎Software Park, 105-22 Hongucho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0945, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-850-0503
◎FAX　+81-88-850-0573　◎URL　http://www.pacificsoftware.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　for Sales Department　mail@pacificsoftware.co.jp

DATA

▪Stove body:  57cm(W) x 39cm(D) x 45cm(H)   15kg
▪Heat riser:  20cm(W) x 20cm(D) x 43.5cm(H)  9.5kg
▪Chimney:  φ106mm×H90cm
▪Table type stove:  92.5cm(W) x 47.5cm(D) x 80cm
(H)  17kg 
▪Accessories for stove:  Lid, Trivet for direct fire, 
Trivet for a broad-brimmed pot, Broad-brimmed pot 
and Cover for a broad-brimmed pot
Price for reference:  200,000 Yen (In Japan)

【Hot water supply in a disaster】In case of an emergency, use woody debris also as fuel!

TABLE TYPE COOKING STOVE “SMART ROCKET”

DESCRIPTION

Cooking stove capable of supplying hot water for milk for babies that is 
difficult to secure under the severe circumstances of the essential utilities 
cut off in a disaster and warming cold meals necessary particularly for 
the elderly people. It is of simple and robust make not requiring difficult 
operation. It is possible to cook with multiple pots at one time and obtain 
high heating power with a small amount of fuel in a short time, and 
moreover, if debris is woody, it could be used as the fuel. For 
transportation or storage, it can be separated into a compact size. 
Further, it may also be used actively also in other opportunities than in a 
disaster like a camp or an event for cooking rice with a broad-brimmed 
pot, making meals on direct fire or carrying out oven cooking.

SALES RECORD

One unit each for Tokushima, Kagawa and Tochigi Prefectures

●Ono Stove
◎2948 Uranouchi-higashibun, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0163, Japan　◎Phone　+81-50-8808-7116
◎Fax　+81-50-8808-7116　◎URL　http://ono-stove.com/　◎E-mail　info@ono-stove.com
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DATA

Awards:
Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Award in 1988
Encouragement Prize of the Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Award in 
2003
Registered in NETIS in 2003 and 2010
Certified as noncombustible material in 2002 and 2013

The concrete can be baked!  Coloring is semi-permanent!

CONCRETE GLAZED AND BAKED PRODUCT（CERAMICS）

DESCRIPTION

A product is made by molding the concrete 
with a high-pressure press, baking it at 900 
deg. C upon putting a glaze and then being 
subjected to hydration curing. This technology 
is widely used for a wide variety of roof tiles, 
sidewalk-roadway boundary blocks or paving 
stones, etc. 

SALES RECORD

Used for roofs for about 20,000 residential buildings in 30 years mainly 
in Kochi Prefecture, the roadside station in Susaki-shi, the Yokohama 
elementary school, etc.

●Tamtec Co., Ltd.
◎5510 Oonogo-kou, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0030, Japan　◎Phone　+81-889-42-2405　◎Fax　+81-889-42-2460
◎URL　http://www.tamtec.jp/　◎E-mail　office@tamtec.jp

DATA

Details of the crane on the picture: 
SE600 LGP Type Crane
Maximum lifting load:  23t
Maximum jib length:  34m
Grab capacity:  6㎥

“TSUKASA on Technology” living with the sea  The concept is “Idea on the Site”.

MARINE CRANE

DESCRIPTION

“TSUKASA Marine Crane” created through experience and achievements for 
many years as a specialized manufacturer boasts the market share of 50% in 
Japan in the small machine category with high reputation obtained both 
domestically and abroad. 
The four-lever crane “LGP Type” with the operation method adopted from the 
time of foundation has been improved through experience and achievements for 
many years, having a light operation lever and not causing fatigue after many 
hours of operation and thus enhancing work efficiency. 
The “EP Type” developed and launched in 2009 is a two-lever crane with a 
joystick for the operation lever. 
Even a beginner can operate the crane easily by controlling complicated works 
by the computer. 
This is a series model with the enhanced safety in addition to operability, with 
the performance of “LGP Type”, which has proven its achievements, remaining 
unchanged.

SALES RECORD

▪ Totally about 790 units since 1984
▪ Delivery destinations:  All Japan

●TSUKASA Corporation
◎5033-21 Nagahama, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0270, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-842-2221　◎Fax　+81-88-842-2224
◎URL　http://www.tsukasa-juki.com/index.html/　◎E-mail　entrance@tsukasa-juki.com

DATA

Sales price:  4 Million Yen or higher 
(Exclusive of the GPS related device and the 
installation cost)

Engineering management system for ocean civil engineering with various devices on a vessel connected via network

SEAVISION SV-NAVI

DESCRIPTION

SeaVision SV-Navi is an engineering management system for ocean civil 
engineering with the equipment of the crane installed on a vessel, a GPS 
device, a tidegauge, the ultrasonic sounding device “SeaVision SV-Sonar” 
that we boast, etc. connected via the network. 
This product will implement the real-time grasping of the status of the 
crane, the workvessel location and the digging depth of the seabed and 
also support the integrated management of the dredging operations such 
as support to transfer of the workvessel and the management of the result 
data for engineering and works. 
Furthermore, it is a highly extendable system with the ability of performing 
other system connections easily.

SALES RECORD

▪ Ocean civil engineering companies
▪ Sales:  SV-Navi 
Approximately 20 systems (Since sales start 
in 2013)

●Pacific Software Development Co., Ltd.
◎Software Park, 105-22 Hongucho, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0945, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-850-0503
◎FAX　+81-88-850-0573　◎URL　http://www.pacificsoftware.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　for Sales Department　mail@pacificsoftware.co.jp

DATA

▪Stove body:  57cm(W) x 39cm(D) x 45cm(H)   15kg
▪Heat riser:  20cm(W) x 20cm(D) x 43.5cm(H)  9.5kg
▪Chimney:  φ106mm×H90cm
▪Table type stove:  92.5cm(W) x 47.5cm(D) x 80cm
(H)  17kg 
▪Accessories for stove:  Lid, Trivet for direct fire, 
Trivet for a broad-brimmed pot, Broad-brimmed pot 
and Cover for a broad-brimmed pot
Price for reference:  200,000 Yen (In Japan)

【Hot water supply in a disaster】In case of an emergency, use woody debris also as fuel!

TABLE TYPE COOKING STOVE “SMART ROCKET”

DESCRIPTION

Cooking stove capable of supplying hot water for milk for babies that is 
difficult to secure under the severe circumstances of the essential utilities 
cut off in a disaster and warming cold meals necessary particularly for 
the elderly people. It is of simple and robust make not requiring difficult 
operation. It is possible to cook with multiple pots at one time and obtain 
high heating power with a small amount of fuel in a short time, and 
moreover, if debris is woody, it could be used as the fuel. For 
transportation or storage, it can be separated into a compact size. 
Further, it may also be used actively also in other opportunities than in a 
disaster like a camp or an event for cooking rice with a broad-brimmed 
pot, making meals on direct fire or carrying out oven cooking.

SALES RECORD

One unit each for Tokushima, Kagawa and Tochigi Prefectures

●Ono Stove
◎2948 Uranouchi-higashibun, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0163, Japan　◎Phone　+81-50-8808-7116
◎Fax　+81-50-8808-7116　◎URL　http://ono-stove.com/　◎E-mail　info@ono-stove.com
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DATA

Actual product performance can be verified and 
evaluated, prior to the purchase, by trial granulation 
of the raw materials customer desires for testing.

Environmentally-sound resource recycling equipment capable of pelletizing organic fertilizer, night soil sludge, sewerage sludge, etc. 

TWIN DIES PELLETIZER  “RYUZOUKUN”

DESCRIPTION

The Twin Dies Pelletizer RYUZOUKUN has a simple 
structure and outstanding durability with little 
failure. Further, it is possible to perform pelletization 
in a vivid state of microbial biomass and enzyme 
required for good-quality biofertilizers, with little 
crushing of materials because of low-temperature 
granulation. 
Besides, because automatic operation is possible 
and the running cost such as the power 
consumption is low, it boasts outstanding cost 
performance in the aspects of cost effectiveness as 
compared with competitors’ granulators. In 2009, 
we won the Kochi Prefecture Eco-Industry Grand 
Prize. 

SALES RECORD

More than 240 units delivered to poultry farmers, 
compost centers, municipal sludge recycling 
centers, etc., domestically and abroad.
We are promoting in Thailand,currently. 

●KAKIUCHI Co., Ltd.
◎391-8 Nakajima, Okoucho, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0049, Japan
◎Phone　+81-88-866-2848　◎Fax　+81-88-866-0261　◎URL　http://www.kk-kakiuchi.co.jp/　◎E-mail　info@kk-kakiuchi.co.jp

Waste plastic small granulation device

CUTTER & MIXER-KUN
●Kariya-tekkou Co., Ltd.

◎366-1 Nakajima, Okoucho, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0049, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-866-3055　◎Fax +81-88-866-3058
◎URL http://kariya-tekkou.com/　◎E-mail m.marumoto@movie.ocn.ne.jp

DATA

Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize

DESCRIPTION

▪Waste/excess plastics volume-reduction and granulation device 
▪Immediately processing at the waste plastics occurrence place
▪Easily movable with a folklift
▪Possible to process a large film（equipped with a coarse grinding 
device）
▪Granulation capacity: 50 to 70kg/h

SALES RECORD

25 units

Dust collection in a compact size and in high performance with the patented-technology filter

TURBULENCE AIR CLEANER TB502
●KANKYO Co., Ltd.

◎374-2 Oosonekou, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0004, Japan　◎Phone +81-263-92-8174　◎Fax +81-263-91-1911
◎URL http://www.kankyo-eco.com/　◎E-mail support@kankyo-eco.com

DESCRIPTION

▪Dust is collected powerfully with the patented technology of integrating the 
filter and the fan. 
▪With a sensor mounted, the strength of a smell and the amount of dust are 
perceived, and deodorization and dust collection is performed efficiently. 
▪In addition to the normal operation, the dust-collection, deodorization or 
high-sensitivity mode may be selected. 
▪The filter may be exchanged easily. There are two types available at present, 
one for anti-virus and the other for the antiallergic substance. 
▪Energy-saving design with 0W standby power consumption.

SALES RECORD

Hotel Okura Tokyo Bay, Medical Corporation Koyukai Josai Hospital, Medical 
Corporation Foundation Tachikawa Central Hospital, Yuukari Nursery School 
and Kansai University

DATA

Outer dimension:502mm(W)x117mm(D)x434mm(H)(Stand depth:160mm) 
Weight:5.0kg
Applicable floor area:30 Tatami-mats(About 50m2)

DATA

Method:  City water connecting method　　Weight:  3.6kg
Size:  270x140x303 (WxDxH mm)  　A floor type or a wall-hanging type 
Water generation:  2.5L per minute 
Effective chlorine concentration:  10 to 30 ppm   PH: 5.0 to 6.5
Operation method:  Generation start by the non-contact hand sensor and automatic stop
Price:  Discretionary
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered Product
Distributors wanted!

ELECTROLYZED HYPOCHLOROUS ACID WATER GENERATOR KOWA CLEAN 25

DESCRIPTION

KOWA CLEAN 25 generates slightly acidic hypochlorous acid water 
(HCLO) by adding electrolytic auxiliary liquid to the city water and 
electrolyzing it. The hypochlorous acid water, being designated as a food 
additive for disinfection, is being used as the sterilizing water at joint 
kitchens for school meals and food plants. 
Further, it is also being used for hand finger washing as the means for 
hygiene management in anti-norovirus measures at welfare facilities etc. 
Furthermore, if the optional disaster kit is used, it can be used more 
conveniently for infection prevention in evacuation facilities at the time of 
a disaster.

SALES RECORD

A number of units have been delivered to hospitals, dental clinics, 
medical and welfare facilities, kindergartens and nursery schools, and 
food-related facilities.

●KOWATEC CO., LTD.
◎2040-1 Wakamiya-otsu, Tamura, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0092, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-804-6080
◎FAX　+81-88-804-6081　◎URL　http://www.kowa-tec.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　sales@kowa-tec.co.jp
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DATA

Actual product performance can be verified and 
evaluated, prior to the purchase, by trial granulation 
of the raw materials customer desires for testing.

Environmentally-sound resource recycling equipment capable of pelletizing organic fertilizer, night soil sludge, sewerage sludge, etc. 

TWIN DIES PELLETIZER  “RYUZOUKUN”

DESCRIPTION

The Twin Dies Pelletizer RYUZOUKUN has a simple 
structure and outstanding durability with little 
failure. Further, it is possible to perform pelletization 
in a vivid state of microbial biomass and enzyme 
required for good-quality biofertilizers, with little 
crushing of materials because of low-temperature 
granulation. 
Besides, because automatic operation is possible 
and the running cost such as the power 
consumption is low, it boasts outstanding cost 
performance in the aspects of cost effectiveness as 
compared with competitors’ granulators. In 2009, 
we won the Kochi Prefecture Eco-Industry Grand 
Prize. 

SALES RECORD

More than 240 units delivered to poultry farmers, 
compost centers, municipal sludge recycling 
centers, etc., domestically and abroad.
We are promoting in Thailand,currently. 

●KAKIUCHI Co., Ltd.
◎391-8 Nakajima, Okoucho, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0049, Japan
◎Phone　+81-88-866-2848　◎Fax　+81-88-866-0261　◎URL　http://www.kk-kakiuchi.co.jp/　◎E-mail　info@kk-kakiuchi.co.jp

Waste plastic small granulation device

CUTTER & MIXER-KUN
●Kariya-tekkou Co., Ltd.

◎366-1 Nakajima, Okoucho, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0049, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-866-3055　◎Fax +81-88-866-3058
◎URL http://kariya-tekkou.com/　◎E-mail m.marumoto@movie.ocn.ne.jp

DATA

Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize

DESCRIPTION

▪Waste/excess plastics volume-reduction and granulation device 
▪Immediately processing at the waste plastics occurrence place
▪Easily movable with a folklift
▪Possible to process a large film（equipped with a coarse grinding 
device）
▪Granulation capacity: 50 to 70kg/h

SALES RECORD

25 units

Dust collection in a compact size and in high performance with the patented-technology filter

TURBULENCE AIR CLEANER TB502
●KANKYO Co., Ltd.

◎374-2 Oosonekou, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0004, Japan　◎Phone +81-263-92-8174　◎Fax +81-263-91-1911
◎URL http://www.kankyo-eco.com/　◎E-mail support@kankyo-eco.com

DESCRIPTION

▪Dust is collected powerfully with the patented technology of integrating the 
filter and the fan. 
▪With a sensor mounted, the strength of a smell and the amount of dust are 
perceived, and deodorization and dust collection is performed efficiently. 
▪In addition to the normal operation, the dust-collection, deodorization or 
high-sensitivity mode may be selected. 
▪The filter may be exchanged easily. There are two types available at present, 
one for anti-virus and the other for the antiallergic substance. 
▪Energy-saving design with 0W standby power consumption.

SALES RECORD

Hotel Okura Tokyo Bay, Medical Corporation Koyukai Josai Hospital, Medical 
Corporation Foundation Tachikawa Central Hospital, Yuukari Nursery School 
and Kansai University

DATA

Outer dimension:502mm(W)x117mm(D)x434mm(H)(Stand depth:160mm) 
Weight:5.0kg
Applicable floor area:30 Tatami-mats(About 50m2)

DATA

Method:  City water connecting method　　Weight:  3.6kg
Size:  270x140x303 (WxDxH mm)  　A floor type or a wall-hanging type 
Water generation:  2.5L per minute 
Effective chlorine concentration:  10 to 30 ppm   PH: 5.0 to 6.5
Operation method:  Generation start by the non-contact hand sensor and automatic stop
Price:  Discretionary
Kochi Prefecture Disaster-Prevention Registered Product
Distributors wanted!

ELECTROLYZED HYPOCHLOROUS ACID WATER GENERATOR KOWA CLEAN 25

DESCRIPTION

KOWA CLEAN 25 generates slightly acidic hypochlorous acid water 
(HCLO) by adding electrolytic auxiliary liquid to the city water and 
electrolyzing it. The hypochlorous acid water, being designated as a food 
additive for disinfection, is being used as the sterilizing water at joint 
kitchens for school meals and food plants. 
Further, it is also being used for hand finger washing as the means for 
hygiene management in anti-norovirus measures at welfare facilities etc. 
Furthermore, if the optional disaster kit is used, it can be used more 
conveniently for infection prevention in evacuation facilities at the time of 
a disaster.

SALES RECORD

A number of units have been delivered to hospitals, dental clinics, 
medical and welfare facilities, kindergartens and nursery schools, and 
food-related facilities.

●KOWATEC CO., LTD.
◎2040-1 Wakamiya-otsu, Tamura, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0092, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-804-6080
◎FAX　+81-88-804-6081　◎URL　http://www.kowa-tec.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　sales@kowa-tec.co.jp
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DATA

Promotion Council Special Award of the 8th 
Eco-Product Grand Prize,
Local Industry Award of the Kochi Prefecture Local 
Industry Grand Prize, and Kochi Prefecture 
Eco-Industry Grand Prize

Heater with highly-efficient and compact wood pellet fuel

"MOKUNEN" WOOD PELLET HEATING SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

The "Mokunen" Wood Pellet Heating System is a 
heater/warmer that uses wood pellets as its fuel, and 
it already boasts an installation record of more than 
200 units throughout the country.
It is more efficient than equivalent-capacity heaters 
because it automatically adjusts its heat output in 
accordance with the heating facility or the ambient 
temperature, with a maximum thermal output of 128 
thousand kcal/h.
Furthermore, due to its simple and compact design, 
"Mokunen" may be installed anywhere.
Responding to the needs of users for fuel cost 
reduction by making wood pellets the fuel and also 
contributing to the fuel project of forest scraps and 
lumber scraps, this product is being used as the tool 
for constructing the social system of energy’s local 
production for local consumption and local recycling.

SALES RECORD

▪In Kochi Prefecture: 152 units
　（Geisei-mura, Shimanto-cho, Tosa-shi, Aki-shi, Nankoku-shi, etc.） 
▪Outside Kochi Prefecture: 45 units
　（Prefectures of Kumamoto, Miyazaki, Shizuoka, Hokkaido, etc.） 
▪Many additional units due to be implemented this year

●Soai Co., Ltd.
◎266-2 Shigekura, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0002, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-6700　◎Fax　+81-88-846-6711
◎URL　http://www.soai-net.co.jp/　◎E-mail　head-office@soai-net.co.jp

DATA

We can manufacture a device to meet demands of 
a customer on the processing capability etc.

Freon gas etc., which affects the environment adversely, will be decomposed and detoxified! 

FREON AND GLOBAL WARMING GAS DECOMPOSING EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

This is the equipment to detoxify various kinds of 
global warming gas such as Freon by the 
superheated steam reaction method, i.e. the 
method of blowing gas, overheated steam and air 
into the high-temperature reactor for 
decomposition. 
▪Easy maintenance with a simple structure. 
▪Excellent decomposition capability（99.9% or 　
　higher for Freon）
▪Space-saving（installable at any place）
▪Safe with good workability

SALES RECORD

▪The equipment is being in operation in 26 　　　
　facilities of Freon depletion companies in Japan 
　as the Freon decomposition device. 
▪Outside Japan, there are three facilities.
　（Beijing and Zhejiang of China and Thailand）

●DAIOH-SHINYO Co., Ltd.  Environment Division 
◎5033-21, Nagahama, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0270, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-842-0205　◎Fax　+81-88-842-0255
◎URL　http://gasu-syori.com/

The ligneous pellet is the energy friendly to the earth.

PELLETIZER, THE LIGNEOUS PELLET MANUFACTURING DEVICE
●Tosatech Co., Ltd.

◎3-1065-69, Miwakotohira, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0087, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-804-7500　◎Fax +81-88-804-7501
◎URL http://www.tosatech.com/　◎E-mail request@tosatech.com

DESCRIPTION

Ligneous crushed materials such as sawdust subjected to 
crushing and drying processing are granulated into the 
cylinder-shaped pellets. 
The material dropped from the device top is filled in the hole of 
the mold disk, pressed and formed to be the pellets with the 
100% raw material in the flat die method. 
With a compacter body as compared with the conventional 
device, space saving has been realized. As the production is 
started in five minutes only after turning on the switch, time 
efficiency will also be enhanced. 
We can manufacture a product also for other purposes than for 
sold fuels, and therefore, possibility will be expanded. 
Three models of TS-55, TS-220 and TS-550 in a series are 
available. You may choose a model according to the purpose of 
use and application.

DATA

The 21st Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize
The 7th Eco-Product Grand Prize

SALES RECORD

Approximately 180 units have been installed mainly in the 
forestry cooperatives and timber processing-related companies 
throughout the country.

Fat splitting (sterilization/deodorization) system by ozone in the grease trap

ECOZONE
●TOSA TOYO Co., Ltd.

◎1-11-50, Ikkuminamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8135, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-845-2111　◎Fax +81-88-845-2201
◎URL http://www.tosatoyo.co.jp/　◎E-mail tosatoyo@axel.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

The system performs oxidative decomposition of the organic substance
（oil and fat）by utilizing the function of ozone and the oxygen atom to 
decompose the organic substance for causing aeration into the drain in 
the grease trap. This reduces suspended matters and at the same time 
attains a high deodorizing effect. It is an epoch-making oil and fat 
decomposing system that can eliminate malodor and greasy oil dirt of 
the soil water drained from the grease trap in restaurants, school lunch 
centers, etc. and obtain a sterilization effect.    
Moreover, it has a safety design by taking the environment into 
consideration. We are currently developing a built-in sink type 
“Eco-Trap”（a small-sized grease trap to perform sterilization and 
deodorization by Ecozone）for convenience stores. 

DATA

At present we are under study for obtaining a system patent under the 
guidance of Mr. Shin’ichi Yamazaki, Associate Professor of 
Environmental City Design Industial Department, Kochi National College 
of Technology.

SALES RECORD

▪School lunch centers in Kochi Prefecture（Gohoku, Yasuda, 
Tsunoyama, Hayama, etc.）

▪Tokushima City Elementary Schools（43 schools）, and many others 
such as restaurants, hotels, hospitals and a supermarket（Marunaka）
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DATA

Promotion Council Special Award of the 8th 
Eco-Product Grand Prize,
Local Industry Award of the Kochi Prefecture Local 
Industry Grand Prize, and Kochi Prefecture 
Eco-Industry Grand Prize

Heater with highly-efficient and compact wood pellet fuel

"MOKUNEN" WOOD PELLET HEATING SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

The "Mokunen" Wood Pellet Heating System is a 
heater/warmer that uses wood pellets as its fuel, and 
it already boasts an installation record of more than 
200 units throughout the country.
It is more efficient than equivalent-capacity heaters 
because it automatically adjusts its heat output in 
accordance with the heating facility or the ambient 
temperature, with a maximum thermal output of 128 
thousand kcal/h.
Furthermore, due to its simple and compact design, 
"Mokunen" may be installed anywhere.
Responding to the needs of users for fuel cost 
reduction by making wood pellets the fuel and also 
contributing to the fuel project of forest scraps and 
lumber scraps, this product is being used as the tool 
for constructing the social system of energy’s local 
production for local consumption and local recycling.

SALES RECORD

▪In Kochi Prefecture: 152 units
　（Geisei-mura, Shimanto-cho, Tosa-shi, Aki-shi, Nankoku-shi, etc.） 
▪Outside Kochi Prefecture: 45 units
　（Prefectures of Kumamoto, Miyazaki, Shizuoka, Hokkaido, etc.） 
▪Many additional units due to be implemented this year

●Soai Co., Ltd.
◎266-2 Shigekura, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0002, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-846-6700　◎Fax　+81-88-846-6711
◎URL　http://www.soai-net.co.jp/　◎E-mail　head-office@soai-net.co.jp

DATA

We can manufacture a device to meet demands of 
a customer on the processing capability etc.

Freon gas etc., which affects the environment adversely, will be decomposed and detoxified! 

FREON AND GLOBAL WARMING GAS DECOMPOSING EQUIPMENT

DESCRIPTION

This is the equipment to detoxify various kinds of 
global warming gas such as Freon by the 
superheated steam reaction method, i.e. the 
method of blowing gas, overheated steam and air 
into the high-temperature reactor for 
decomposition. 
▪Easy maintenance with a simple structure. 
▪Excellent decomposition capability（99.9% or 　
　higher for Freon）
▪Space-saving（installable at any place）
▪Safe with good workability

SALES RECORD

▪The equipment is being in operation in 26 　　　
　facilities of Freon depletion companies in Japan 
　as the Freon decomposition device. 
▪Outside Japan, there are three facilities.
　（Beijing and Zhejiang of China and Thailand）

●DAIOH-SHINYO Co., Ltd.  Environment Division 
◎5033-21, Nagahama, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0270, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-842-0205　◎Fax　+81-88-842-0255
◎URL　http://gasu-syori.com/

The ligneous pellet is the energy friendly to the earth.

PELLETIZER, THE LIGNEOUS PELLET MANUFACTURING DEVICE
●Tosatech Co., Ltd.

◎3-1065-69, Miwakotohira, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0087, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-804-7500　◎Fax +81-88-804-7501
◎URL http://www.tosatech.com/　◎E-mail request@tosatech.com

DESCRIPTION

Ligneous crushed materials such as sawdust subjected to 
crushing and drying processing are granulated into the 
cylinder-shaped pellets. 
The material dropped from the device top is filled in the hole of 
the mold disk, pressed and formed to be the pellets with the 
100% raw material in the flat die method. 
With a compacter body as compared with the conventional 
device, space saving has been realized. As the production is 
started in five minutes only after turning on the switch, time 
efficiency will also be enhanced. 
We can manufacture a product also for other purposes than for 
sold fuels, and therefore, possibility will be expanded. 
Three models of TS-55, TS-220 and TS-550 in a series are 
available. You may choose a model according to the purpose of 
use and application.

DATA

The 21st Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize
The 7th Eco-Product Grand Prize

SALES RECORD

Approximately 180 units have been installed mainly in the 
forestry cooperatives and timber processing-related companies 
throughout the country.

Fat splitting (sterilization/deodorization) system by ozone in the grease trap

ECOZONE
●TOSA TOYO Co., Ltd.

◎1-11-50, Ikkuminamimachi, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-8135, Japan　◎Phone +81-88-845-2111　◎Fax +81-88-845-2201
◎URL http://www.tosatoyo.co.jp/　◎E-mail tosatoyo@axel.ocn.ne.jp

DESCRIPTION

The system performs oxidative decomposition of the organic substance
（oil and fat）by utilizing the function of ozone and the oxygen atom to 
decompose the organic substance for causing aeration into the drain in 
the grease trap. This reduces suspended matters and at the same time 
attains a high deodorizing effect. It is an epoch-making oil and fat 
decomposing system that can eliminate malodor and greasy oil dirt of 
the soil water drained from the grease trap in restaurants, school lunch 
centers, etc. and obtain a sterilization effect.    
Moreover, it has a safety design by taking the environment into 
consideration. We are currently developing a built-in sink type 
“Eco-Trap”（a small-sized grease trap to perform sterilization and 
deodorization by Ecozone）for convenience stores. 

DATA

At present we are under study for obtaining a system patent under the 
guidance of Mr. Shin’ichi Yamazaki, Associate Professor of 
Environmental City Design Industial Department, Kochi National College 
of Technology.

SALES RECORD

▪School lunch centers in Kochi Prefecture（Gohoku, Yasuda, 
Tsunoyama, Hayama, etc.）

▪Tokushima City Elementary Schools（43 schools）, and many others 
such as restaurants, hotels, hospitals and a supermarket（Marunaka）
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DATA

520mm x 270mm x 230mm

Withstand load of 150kg: Heavy staff loadable

“NANDEMO NORUZO”（HEAVY STAFF LOADABLE）

DESCRIPTION

A stepladder made of Kochi Hinoki cypress having gained popularity for 
pleasant touch, which may be used also for a display. Among others, the 
elephant on the label is very unique!

SALES RECORD

▪DIY stores

●Ikegawa Mokuzai Kogyo Co., Ltd.
◎775-1 Doi-kou, Niyodogawa-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-1606, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-889-34-2015
◎FAX　+81-889-34-2545　◎URL　http://www.ikemoku.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　emono-maido@ikemoku.co.jp

DATA

IC Bordeaux 66D：Basic copper sulfate 28.1%
IC Bordeaux 48Q：Basic copper sulfate 31.2%
IC Bordeaux 412 ：Basic copper sulfate 35.0%

Usable for JAS certification system. High residual effect. No limitation in the number of days and spreading times prior to harvest.

DESCRIPTION

IC Bordeaux is a copper fungicide/bactericide  which is an instant type of 
Bordeaux Mixture made from Calcium Oxide and Copper Sulfate.
IC Bordeaux reduces the time need to make Bordeaux Mixture by hand 
and make it easy to use.
This IC Bordeaux is widely used against pathogenic microbes of fruit 
trees and vegetables,but it is environmentally-friendly agricultural 
chemical adapted to JAS systems.
Because its effective ingredients are inorganic substances,there is no 
concern about microbe’s drug-resistant.
Its excellent adhesiveness and rainfastness keep protection effect 
against pathogenic microbes for a long time.
IC Bordeaux has been used regularly for 23 years for more than 30 farm 
products such as grapes,citruses,peaches,apples and tomatoes and
its safety and high effect have been proved firmly.
The quality of IC Bordeaux is appreciated also in Korea and China.
There are three types of products for different farm products.

SALES RECORD

National Federation of Agricultural Cooperative Associations, domestic 
dealers for agricultural chemicals, Han Kook Sam Kong, etc.

IC BORDEAUX（COPPER FUNGICIDE/BACTERICIDE）
●Inoue Calcium Corporation

◎2-3-5 Hotarugaoka(in Nankoku Office Park),Nankoku-city,Kochi,783-0060,Japan 　◎Phone　81-88-855-9975
◎FAX　+81-88-880-8808　◎URL　http://www.inoue-calcium.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　m-sakashita@inoue-calcium.co.jp

DATA

▪Body size : 77㎜(W)x25.5㎜(D)x100㎜(H)
　(between surfaces: 127㎜)
▪Control power supply :
　62㎜(W)x160㎜(D)x103㎜(H)
　(excluding the protruded section)

Automatically controls flow of various gases with high accuracy.

MASS FLOW CONTROLLER（GAS MASS FLOW MEASURING AND CONTROLLING DEVICE）
“1000 SERIES” AND CONTROL POWER SUPPLY “PAO1PS”

DESCRIPTION

Mass Flow Controller is a device capable of accurate and stable 
measurement and control, without necessity of making a correction 
according to change of the environmental temperature, the used pressure, 
etc. as it automatically controls flow by measuring mass and flow of gas. 
Characteristics of this product are that it is equipped with the function of 
suppressing the flow surge phenomenon at the start of control, enhances 
performance and reliability by the original technology for pursuing the 
fundamental performances such as making the thermal correction circuit 
unnecessary with a flow sensor being not influenced by the outside 
temperature. This product may be used widely in various fields as a gas flow 
measuring and controlling device for experimental researches, 
manufacturing, etc. in various kinds of analysis, cultivation, biotechnology, 
agriculture, pharmaceuticals, medicine, food, physics and chemistry, etc.

SALES RECORD

▪Sales agents, universities, research 
laboratories, companies, etc. in 
Japan,Thailand

●FCON CO., LTD.
◎Nankoku Office Park Center 109, 1-1-1 Hotarugaoka, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0060, Japan
◎Phone　+81-88-855-7100　◎FAX　+81-88-855-7166　◎URL　http://www.fcon-inc.jp/　◎E-Mail　contact@fcon-inc.jp

1000series
PA01PS

DATA

Dimension:
▪Length　　2000㎜ (Made to order: 100㎜ to 2000㎜）
▪Width　　　  320㎜ (Made to order: 10㎜ to 850㎜）
▪Thickness　    20㎜ (Made to order: 5㎜ or 22㎜) 
Depending on combination of length, width and thickness, manufacturing may 
be impossible.

Bamboo taken in Kochi Prefecture is used 100%. Contributing to protection of the Satoyama(meaning village-vicinity mountain), 
the undeveloped woodland near populated area.

LAMINATED BAMBOO

DESCRIPTION

This is a product manufactured by 
processing Kochi bamboos into the 
laminated wood and that a genuine 
domestic product that is processed 
entirely in Kochi Prefecture from cutting 
to manufacturing of assembles. It is 
produced and sold to general users and 
companies as the material for 
processing. No chemicals are used in 
bamboo material processing. As the 
adhesive used for lamination processing, 
the material conforming to the JIS 
Standard F☆☆☆☆ is used that is friendly 
to the human body and the environment. 
Utilizing bamboo materials will promote 
cutting of bamboos, thereby serving as 
an aid to protect the Satoyama from 
harmful bamboo invasion.

●COSUMO KOBO CO., LTD.
◎4650 Niida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0112, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-847-1823　◎FAX　+81-88-847-1823
◎URL　http://www.cosumo-kobo.jp/　◎E-Mail　k.cosumo@rice.ocn.ne.jp
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DATA

520mm x 270mm x 230mm

Withstand load of 150kg: Heavy staff loadable

“NANDEMO NORUZO”（HEAVY STAFF LOADABLE）

DESCRIPTION

A stepladder made of Kochi Hinoki cypress having gained popularity for 
pleasant touch, which may be used also for a display. Among others, the 
elephant on the label is very unique!

SALES RECORD

▪DIY stores

●Ikegawa Mokuzai Kogyo Co., Ltd.
◎775-1 Doi-kou, Niyodogawa-cho, Agawa-gun, Kochi Prefecture 781-1606, Japan 　◎Phone　+81-889-34-2015
◎FAX　+81-889-34-2545　◎URL　http://www.ikemoku.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　emono-maido@ikemoku.co.jp

DATA

IC Bordeaux 66D：Basic copper sulfate 28.1%
IC Bordeaux 48Q：Basic copper sulfate 31.2%
IC Bordeaux 412 ：Basic copper sulfate 35.0%

Usable for JAS certification system. High residual effect. No limitation in the number of days and spreading times prior to harvest.

DESCRIPTION

IC Bordeaux is a copper fungicide/bactericide  which is an instant type of 
Bordeaux Mixture made from Calcium Oxide and Copper Sulfate.
IC Bordeaux reduces the time need to make Bordeaux Mixture by hand 
and make it easy to use.
This IC Bordeaux is widely used against pathogenic microbes of fruit 
trees and vegetables,but it is environmentally-friendly agricultural 
chemical adapted to JAS systems.
Because its effective ingredients are inorganic substances,there is no 
concern about microbe’s drug-resistant.
Its excellent adhesiveness and rainfastness keep protection effect 
against pathogenic microbes for a long time.
IC Bordeaux has been used regularly for 23 years for more than 30 farm 
products such as grapes,citruses,peaches,apples and tomatoes and
its safety and high effect have been proved firmly.
The quality of IC Bordeaux is appreciated also in Korea and China.
There are three types of products for different farm products.

SALES RECORD

National Federation of Agricultural Cooperative Associations, domestic 
dealers for agricultural chemicals, Han Kook Sam Kong, etc.

IC BORDEAUX（COPPER FUNGICIDE/BACTERICIDE）
●Inoue Calcium Corporation

◎2-3-5 Hotarugaoka(in Nankoku Office Park),Nankoku-city,Kochi,783-0060,Japan 　◎Phone　81-88-855-9975
◎FAX　+81-88-880-8808　◎URL　http://www.inoue-calcium.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　m-sakashita@inoue-calcium.co.jp

DATA

▪Body size : 77㎜(W)x25.5㎜(D)x100㎜(H)
　(between surfaces: 127㎜)
▪Control power supply :
　62㎜(W)x160㎜(D)x103㎜(H)
　(excluding the protruded section)

Automatically controls flow of various gases with high accuracy.

MASS FLOW CONTROLLER（GAS MASS FLOW MEASURING AND CONTROLLING DEVICE）
“1000 SERIES” AND CONTROL POWER SUPPLY “PAO1PS”

DESCRIPTION

Mass Flow Controller is a device capable of accurate and stable 
measurement and control, without necessity of making a correction 
according to change of the environmental temperature, the used pressure, 
etc. as it automatically controls flow by measuring mass and flow of gas. 
Characteristics of this product are that it is equipped with the function of 
suppressing the flow surge phenomenon at the start of control, enhances 
performance and reliability by the original technology for pursuing the 
fundamental performances such as making the thermal correction circuit 
unnecessary with a flow sensor being not influenced by the outside 
temperature. This product may be used widely in various fields as a gas flow 
measuring and controlling device for experimental researches, 
manufacturing, etc. in various kinds of analysis, cultivation, biotechnology, 
agriculture, pharmaceuticals, medicine, food, physics and chemistry, etc.

SALES RECORD

▪Sales agents, universities, research 
laboratories, companies, etc. in 
Japan,Thailand

●FCON CO., LTD.
◎Nankoku Office Park Center 109, 1-1-1 Hotarugaoka, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0060, Japan
◎Phone　+81-88-855-7100　◎FAX　+81-88-855-7166　◎URL　http://www.fcon-inc.jp/　◎E-Mail　contact@fcon-inc.jp

1000series
PA01PS

DATA

Dimension:
▪Length　　2000㎜ (Made to order: 100㎜ to 2000㎜）
▪Width　　　  320㎜ (Made to order: 10㎜ to 850㎜）
▪Thickness　    20㎜ (Made to order: 5㎜ or 22㎜) 
Depending on combination of length, width and thickness, manufacturing may 
be impossible.

Bamboo taken in Kochi Prefecture is used 100%. Contributing to protection of the Satoyama(meaning village-vicinity mountain), 
the undeveloped woodland near populated area.

LAMINATED BAMBOO

DESCRIPTION

This is a product manufactured by 
processing Kochi bamboos into the 
laminated wood and that a genuine 
domestic product that is processed 
entirely in Kochi Prefecture from cutting 
to manufacturing of assembles. It is 
produced and sold to general users and 
companies as the material for 
processing. No chemicals are used in 
bamboo material processing. As the 
adhesive used for lamination processing, 
the material conforming to the JIS 
Standard F☆☆☆☆ is used that is friendly 
to the human body and the environment. 
Utilizing bamboo materials will promote 
cutting of bamboos, thereby serving as 
an aid to protect the Satoyama from 
harmful bamboo invasion.

●COSUMO KOBO CO., LTD.
◎4650 Niida, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-0112, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-847-1823　◎FAX　+81-88-847-1823
◎URL　http://www.cosumo-kobo.jp/　◎E-Mail　k.cosumo@rice.ocn.ne.jp
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DATA

URL for product information: 
http://www.deepliner.com/labs/releasejig_spindle.html
Utility model registration No. 3196937

Wishing to keep in mind to protect and nurture the favorite marine resources as an angler.

RELEASE JIG SPINDLE

DESCRIPTION

Now that a possibility of jigging has been 
expanded greatly, isn’t a new method 
necessary for Catch and Release? How to 
use a release jig is rather simple: attach a 
release jig at the tip of the line, stab a 
large hook in the fish mouth and simply 
drop the fish into the sea. Many people 
may think “Has the fish really gone 
swimming in a good condition?” and feel 
uneasy, but if and when the fish having 
been submerged in the water begins to 
move violently or starts to swim and as a 
result its falling speed becomes slower, it 

is a sign of the fish, which has been in a shock state after being caught, 
having regained the power of swimming. Letting in the clutch at this 
right timing and pull up the rod lightly would remove the hook, thereby 
the releasing action being completed.

SALES RECORD

Having delivered to 80 shops throughout Japan.

●Deepers Factory corporation.
◎4-2-20 Sanbashidoori, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-8010, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-854-5606　◎FAX　+81-88-854-5601
◎URL　http://www.deepliner.com/labs/　◎E-Mail　deepliner@nifty.com

Shimanto Hinoki Cypress Ultimate Cutting Board

ONE-PIECE ULTIMATE CUTTING BOARD
●TOSARYU CO., LTD.

◎2830 Uranouchihigashibun, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0163, Japan　◎Phone +81-889-49-0111　◎Fax +81-889-49-0049
◎URL http://tosaryu.com/　◎E-mail info@tosaryu.com

DATA

▪280x180x20　540g　▪260x240x20　635g
▪400x200x20　750g　▪400x240x20　785g
▪430x240x20　940g

DESCRIPTION

The wood surface of Shimanto Hinoki Cypress is best suited to the 
edge of a kitchen knife, making the life of a kitchen knife 
incomparably longer than any other material and not making hands 
tired after use for a long time.

SALES RECORD

Private enterprises, in Japan and abroad

DATA

▪Raw material:  Pine, Cypress, Cedar and Camphor trees in Kochi 　　　
　Prefecture
▪Size:  Mokumen, Medium　1㎜(W) x 200㎜ to 400㎜
　　　　Mokumen, Large　　1.5㎜(W) x 200㎜ to 400㎜
▪Weight:  500g, 1㎏ and 7㎏

Natural biodegradable cushioning material “Mokumen” - A cushioning material enabling transportation of raw staffs in a raw state

WOOD-WOOL（“MOKUMEN”）

DESCRIPTION

Mokumen is a natural cushioning material having a tradition from ancient 
times: dried by hot air of approx. 80 deg. C after planing the pine or 
cypress wood taken in Kochi Prefecture into the 1 to 1.5mm-wide shape 
like dwarf mono grass. The serrated blade called “Metate” (meaning the 
teeth of a saw) to create the width of wood-wool is polished up with a 
custom-made sharpener every day and its accuracy is kept. The 
cushioning material made of the natural wood is excellent in cushioning 
properties and can provide a high-grade feeling. Further, as being 
biodegradable and a carbon offset credit product, it is also contributing to 
reduction of wastes and carbon dioxide. It is used for cushioning 
materials, the core materials of dolls, the floor materials for pet animals, 
vegetation sheets, cool feeling mats, etc.

SALES RECORD

JAs in Kochi Prefecture, Zen-Noh Tokushima, Yamani Package Co., Ltd., 
NISSHOKU Corporation

●Toda-shoko Co., Ltd.
◎580 Honmura, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1122, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-855-0426　◎FAX　+81-88-855-1278
◎URL　http://toda-shoko.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@toda-shoko.co.jp

One piece made up in the traditional manufacturing process

TOSA OUTDOOR SWORD MACHETE 120 BLUE SUPER STEEL POLISH,
WITH A CHECKERED STAINLESS-STEEL GUARD

DESCRIPTION

“Tosa Outdoor Sword Machete” created by the 4th Master, Masano, 
plays an active part in various outdoor scenes such as cutting of 
twigs, woodworking, filleting of fish and mushroom gathering. With a 
guard at the hilt section, even a beginner may use the item at ease.

SALES RECORD

Both in Japan and abroad
(Large department stores and outdoor shops)

●Toyokuni Co., Ltd.
◎728-2 Kameiwa, Nankoku, Kochi 783-0071, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-855-6829　◎FAX　+81-88-862-2817
◎URL　http://www.toyokunijapan.com　◎E-Mail　info@toyokunijapan.com
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DATA

URL for product information: 
http://www.deepliner.com/labs/releasejig_spindle.html
Utility model registration No. 3196937

Wishing to keep in mind to protect and nurture the favorite marine resources as an angler.

RELEASE JIG SPINDLE

DESCRIPTION

Now that a possibility of jigging has been 
expanded greatly, isn’t a new method 
necessary for Catch and Release? How to 
use a release jig is rather simple: attach a 
release jig at the tip of the line, stab a 
large hook in the fish mouth and simply 
drop the fish into the sea. Many people 
may think “Has the fish really gone 
swimming in a good condition?” and feel 
uneasy, but if and when the fish having 
been submerged in the water begins to 
move violently or starts to swim and as a 
result its falling speed becomes slower, it 

is a sign of the fish, which has been in a shock state after being caught, 
having regained the power of swimming. Letting in the clutch at this 
right timing and pull up the rod lightly would remove the hook, thereby 
the releasing action being completed.

SALES RECORD

Having delivered to 80 shops throughout Japan.

●Deepers Factory corporation.
◎4-2-20 Sanbashidoori, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-8010, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-854-5606　◎FAX　+81-88-854-5601
◎URL　http://www.deepliner.com/labs/　◎E-Mail　deepliner@nifty.com

Shimanto Hinoki Cypress Ultimate Cutting Board

ONE-PIECE ULTIMATE CUTTING BOARD
●TOSARYU CO., LTD.

◎2830 Uranouchihigashibun, Susaki-shi, Kochi Prefecture 785-0163, Japan　◎Phone +81-889-49-0111　◎Fax +81-889-49-0049
◎URL http://tosaryu.com/　◎E-mail info@tosaryu.com

DATA

▪280x180x20　540g　▪260x240x20　635g
▪400x200x20　750g　▪400x240x20　785g
▪430x240x20　940g

DESCRIPTION

The wood surface of Shimanto Hinoki Cypress is best suited to the 
edge of a kitchen knife, making the life of a kitchen knife 
incomparably longer than any other material and not making hands 
tired after use for a long time.

SALES RECORD

Private enterprises, in Japan and abroad

DATA

▪Raw material:  Pine, Cypress, Cedar and Camphor trees in Kochi 　　　
　Prefecture
▪Size:  Mokumen, Medium　1㎜(W) x 200㎜ to 400㎜
　　　　Mokumen, Large　　1.5㎜(W) x 200㎜ to 400㎜
▪Weight:  500g, 1㎏ and 7㎏

Natural biodegradable cushioning material “Mokumen” - A cushioning material enabling transportation of raw staffs in a raw state

WOOD-WOOL（“MOKUMEN”）

DESCRIPTION

Mokumen is a natural cushioning material having a tradition from ancient 
times: dried by hot air of approx. 80 deg. C after planing the pine or 
cypress wood taken in Kochi Prefecture into the 1 to 1.5mm-wide shape 
like dwarf mono grass. The serrated blade called “Metate” (meaning the 
teeth of a saw) to create the width of wood-wool is polished up with a 
custom-made sharpener every day and its accuracy is kept. The 
cushioning material made of the natural wood is excellent in cushioning 
properties and can provide a high-grade feeling. Further, as being 
biodegradable and a carbon offset credit product, it is also contributing to 
reduction of wastes and carbon dioxide. It is used for cushioning 
materials, the core materials of dolls, the floor materials for pet animals, 
vegetation sheets, cool feeling mats, etc.

SALES RECORD

JAs in Kochi Prefecture, Zen-Noh Tokushima, Yamani Package Co., Ltd., 
NISSHOKU Corporation

●Toda-shoko Co., Ltd.
◎580 Honmura, Tosa-shi, Kochi Prefecture 781-1122, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-855-0426　◎FAX　+81-88-855-1278
◎URL　http://toda-shoko.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　info@toda-shoko.co.jp

One piece made up in the traditional manufacturing process

TOSA OUTDOOR SWORD MACHETE 120 BLUE SUPER STEEL POLISH,
WITH A CHECKERED STAINLESS-STEEL GUARD

DESCRIPTION

“Tosa Outdoor Sword Machete” created by the 4th Master, Masano, 
plays an active part in various outdoor scenes such as cutting of 
twigs, woodworking, filleting of fish and mushroom gathering. With a 
guard at the hilt section, even a beginner may use the item at ease.

SALES RECORD

Both in Japan and abroad
(Large department stores and outdoor shops)

●Toyokuni Co., Ltd.
◎728-2 Kameiwa, Nankoku, Kochi 783-0071, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-855-6829　◎FAX　+81-88-862-2817
◎URL　http://www.toyokunijapan.com　◎E-Mail　info@toyokunijapan.com
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“Form” of blade evolution …“SAKON+”

（SAKON+）  SAKON PLUS
●HOKIYAMA CUTLERY Co., Ltd.

◎3-15 Tosayamadacho-Sakaemachi, Kami-shi, Kochi Prefecture 782-0039, Japan
◎Phone +81-887-53-5111　◎Fax +81-887-53-5115　◎URL http://www.hokiyama.com/　◎E-mail info@hokiyama.com

DESCRIPTION

SAKON+ is a product created by surface treatment technique, which is 
employed by IHI Corporation for engine parts for aircrafts etc., adapted to a 
kitchen knife. The cutting edge is gradually changed from the steel for cutlery 
to the super-hard particles by this VeeTech processing and has a mechanism 
that the serrated edge is self-regenerated in the units of micron every time it is 
used. Through a self-regenerating function of the cutting edge provided, 
“SAKON+” , though being made of steel, has achieved marvelous sharpness 
persistence comparable to a ceramic knife.

SALES RECORD

▪Cutlery specialty shops
▪Overseas kitchen utensils specialized trading companies
▪Sales companies over the Internet
▪Consumer cooperatives　etc. 

DATA

▪VeeTech processing applied to the base material blade for molybdenum, 
vanadium and stainless steel. 
▪Cutting-processed handle with two kinds of methacrylic artificial marble 
plates combined that are excellent in impact resistance, weather resistance, 
chemical resistance and heat resistance.  
Incentive Award of the Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize granted.

DATA

Encouragement Prize of the Kochi 
Prefecture Local Industry Award in 2015

Non-colored and fragrance-free bathing agent!

URUOI KAZOKU（MEANING “MOISTURE FAMILY”）

DESCRIPTION

Medicated bathing agent for caring skin, 
with moisturizing ingredients blended such 
as clean seawater in the offshore of the 
Kochi Muroto-misaki Cape, natural jojoba 
oil, hinokitiol, etc. in good balance. This 
product, having been created with the 
skin-considered ingredients, is a special 
bathing agent that can be used every day 
for the sensitive skin of a baby.

SALES RECORD

Sugi Drug Stores, Don Quixote, Tsuruha 
Drug Stores, Happy Pharmacy, MaxValu, 
Yamazawa Co., Ltd., AEON Co., Ltd., 
Shimamura inc., Tokyu Hands Inc., etc.

●Matsuda Pharmaceuticals CO., LTD.
◎Nankoku Factory, 229-1 Soyama, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0052, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-862-1666
◎FAX　+81-88-862-1770　◎URL　http://www.matsudaiyaku.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　nangoku@matsudaiyaku.co.jp

DATA

▪Organic Certification Body : Ecocert 
▪Organic Certification Standard : GOTS & OCS

Our passion is delivering “safe, secure, and reliable” products to consumers.

BABY FUTON COMFORTER SET

DESCRIPTION

We would recommend this baby futon comforter 
set for new born babies. We manufacture these 
products without using any potentially harmful 
chemicals to consider babies’ health.
Our organic factory is one of a few certified 
organic fabric mills in Japan.｠
Organic is a regulation. We choose 
pesticides-free raw materials to protect farmers 
from pesticides pollutions, and produce 
additive-free products to protect consumers 
from chemical pollutions. We must verify our 
organic products are officially inspected and 

certified. We assure we do not use chlorine bleach agents, formalin, 
fluorescent whitening agents, Azo dyes that release carcinogenic amine 
compounds, and synthetic surfactants. Thus, the organic products we 
make are verified as additive-free by the independent certification bodies. 
We proudly provide you genuine organic products which are safe, secure 
and reliable.

SALES RECORD

Department Stores, Organic Supermarkets, etc.

●HEART JAPAN CO., LTD.
◎4-18 Kitakanada, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0073, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-882-4788　◎FAX　+81-88-882-4822
◎URL　http://www.heart-kochi.jp/　◎E-Mail　heart@heart-kochi.jp
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“Form” of blade evolution …“SAKON+”

（SAKON+）  SAKON PLUS
●HOKIYAMA CUTLERY Co., Ltd.

◎3-15 Tosayamadacho-Sakaemachi, Kami-shi, Kochi Prefecture 782-0039, Japan
◎Phone +81-887-53-5111　◎Fax +81-887-53-5115　◎URL http://www.hokiyama.com/　◎E-mail info@hokiyama.com

DESCRIPTION

SAKON+ is a product created by surface treatment technique, which is 
employed by IHI Corporation for engine parts for aircrafts etc., adapted to a 
kitchen knife. The cutting edge is gradually changed from the steel for cutlery 
to the super-hard particles by this VeeTech processing and has a mechanism 
that the serrated edge is self-regenerated in the units of micron every time it is 
used. Through a self-regenerating function of the cutting edge provided, 
“SAKON+” , though being made of steel, has achieved marvelous sharpness 
persistence comparable to a ceramic knife.

SALES RECORD

▪Cutlery specialty shops
▪Overseas kitchen utensils specialized trading companies
▪Sales companies over the Internet
▪Consumer cooperatives　etc. 

DATA

▪VeeTech processing applied to the base material blade for molybdenum, 
vanadium and stainless steel. 
▪Cutting-processed handle with two kinds of methacrylic artificial marble 
plates combined that are excellent in impact resistance, weather resistance, 
chemical resistance and heat resistance.  
Incentive Award of the Kochi Prefecture Local Industry Grand Prize granted.

DATA

Encouragement Prize of the Kochi 
Prefecture Local Industry Award in 2015

Non-colored and fragrance-free bathing agent!

URUOI KAZOKU（MEANING “MOISTURE FAMILY”）

DESCRIPTION

Medicated bathing agent for caring skin, 
with moisturizing ingredients blended such 
as clean seawater in the offshore of the 
Kochi Muroto-misaki Cape, natural jojoba 
oil, hinokitiol, etc. in good balance. This 
product, having been created with the 
skin-considered ingredients, is a special 
bathing agent that can be used every day 
for the sensitive skin of a baby.

SALES RECORD

Sugi Drug Stores, Don Quixote, Tsuruha 
Drug Stores, Happy Pharmacy, MaxValu, 
Yamazawa Co., Ltd., AEON Co., Ltd., 
Shimamura inc., Tokyu Hands Inc., etc.

●Matsuda Pharmaceuticals CO., LTD.
◎Nankoku Factory, 229-1 Soyama, Nankoku-shi, Kochi Prefecture 783-0052, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-862-1666
◎FAX　+81-88-862-1770　◎URL　http://www.matsudaiyaku.co.jp/　◎E-Mail　nangoku@matsudaiyaku.co.jp

DATA

▪Organic Certification Body : Ecocert 
▪Organic Certification Standard : GOTS & OCS

Our passion is delivering “safe, secure, and reliable” products to consumers.

BABY FUTON COMFORTER SET

DESCRIPTION

We would recommend this baby futon comforter 
set for new born babies. We manufacture these 
products without using any potentially harmful 
chemicals to consider babies’ health.
Our organic factory is one of a few certified 
organic fabric mills in Japan.｠
Organic is a regulation. We choose 
pesticides-free raw materials to protect farmers 
from pesticides pollutions, and produce 
additive-free products to protect consumers 
from chemical pollutions. We must verify our 
organic products are officially inspected and 

certified. We assure we do not use chlorine bleach agents, formalin, 
fluorescent whitening agents, Azo dyes that release carcinogenic amine 
compounds, and synthetic surfactants. Thus, the organic products we 
make are verified as additive-free by the independent certification bodies. 
We proudly provide you genuine organic products which are safe, secure 
and reliable.

SALES RECORD

Department Stores, Organic Supermarkets, etc.

●HEART JAPAN CO., LTD.
◎4-18 Kitakanada, Kochi-shi, Kochi Prefecture 780-0073, Japan　◎Phone　+81-88-882-4788　◎FAX　+81-88-882-4822
◎URL　http://www.heart-kochi.jp/　◎E-Mail　heart@heart-kochi.jp
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MEMOMEMO

Public Interest Incorporated Foundation
Kochi Industrial Promotion Center
3992-2 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi  
Phone　+81-88-845-6600

Product&Trade Development Center
3992-2 Nunoshida, Kochi-shi  
Phone　+81-88-845-7110

Nagoya Office 
（Trade Coordinator – Nagoya office）

Room 803, 8F, Sakae Members Office
4-16-18, Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi
Phone　+81-52-684-4904

Osaka Office 
（Trade Coordinator – Osaka representative） 

1F, Senba Central Bldg.
2-6-8, Honmachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka
（Kochi Prefecture Osaka Office）
Phone　+81-6-6244-7934

Tokyo Marketing Headquarters 
（Trade Coordinator – Tokyo representative）

6F, 3rd Komoriya Bldg. Annex, 
Hamamatsucho 2-7-16, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Phone　+81-3-6452-8830

OFFICES

Kochi Industrial
Promotion Center

Kochi I.C Kochi Expressway

Tosaikku

Kochi
Kochi Jibasan Center

Sunpia CHRES

Harimaya
bashi
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Metropolitan Expressway/
Toshinkanjyou Line
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Toshinkanjyou Line
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Sakaisuji
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Tanimachi
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M
idosuji Street

Ｈａｎｓｈｉｎ ExpresswayＨａｎｓｈｉｎ Expressway

Ｎｏｇｏｙａ Expressway/
Toshinkanjyou Line
Ｎｏｇｏｙａ Expressway/
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Osaka
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Government
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JCT

Meidotyou
JCT

Nagoya
Municipal Office
In Nagoya/Naka Ward

Shirakawa
    Park

Chunichii
Building

The north exit

The south exit

Twin towers

Gold Tokyo office
in business and industry

First K
eihin Hamamatsucho

bus terminal
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PUBLIC INTEREST INCORPORATED FOUNDATION

KOCHI INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION CENTER

MADE-IN-KOCHI
PRODUCTS, FULL OF
INDIVIDUALITY

Contributing to the world
with technology of kochi

Quality of Kochi
is High Quality

2017


